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A Special Invitation
to SLA Members:
Join Knight-Ridder Information's
SLA Affiliates Circle
The Special Libraries Association and Knight-Ridder Information are
proud to announce Knight-Ridder Information's SLA Affiliates Circle.
This special "members only" program includes:
30% off the Knight-Ridder Information Membership Fee. Get access
to DIALOGm,the most powerful online search system available with
over 450 databases, featuring business, science, intellectual property,
and more.
30% off all publications and manuals. From manuals to software,
Knight-Ridder Information publishes a broad variety of pieces to help
you search DIALOG effectively.
Become an instant member of Knight-Ridder Information's Quantum
program. Quantum members are dedicated to transforming the role of
the information professional in the workplace. Learn and network free
of charge.
30% off all DLALOG training. Choose from our full slate of seminars:
Business Applications, Corporate Intelligence, Chemical,
Pharmaceutical. Or attend our Basics class for new users at the best
rate possible.
Get up to $100 credit during your first full month of usage if you're
a new DIALOG customer. (In addition to our normal new-customer
offer.)
30% off UPDATE '98 registration. Come to Knight-Ridder
Information's information solutions conference. Network with your
colleagues and participate in the latest workshops.
Become a charter member of the SLA Affiliates Circle by calling our ASAF
fax delivery number 800-496-4470 and request document #5079 to receive
your registration form via fax. Once you fax back the form to us, you'll get
a membership starter kit through the mail. Or call us at 800-334-2564 for
more information.
This offer is NOT available in conjunction with other Knight-Ridder
Information contract options, including volume discount plans.

LW

KNIGHT-RIDDER
INFORMATION

SLA and Knight-Ridder Information:

Partners in the Information Professional Community.
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d e t a i l e d f i n a n c i a l s o n y o u r t a k e o v e r target,
a l e r t y o u o f a c o m p e t i t o r ' s m a t e r i a l event f i l i n g .

a n d give y o u t o o l s f o r p e e r g r o u p analysis.

B u t w h a t makes t h e i r
so l i g h t i s beyond us.

We may not know bike frames, but no one knows financial intelligence better than Disclosure. With Global
Access, get online access to 5 million real-time and historical corporate fdings. Tap into our SEC and Worldscope
databases. Draw key intelligence through our insider trading analytics and expert commentary. And perform
custom analysis and competitive comparisons with spreadsheet-ready financials. For a demonstration, visit
www.disclosure.com/dga. Or call 800-236-6997 ~ 2 0 2to
, access the world's largest source of financial intelligence.
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"The onlineJournal is not just my
starting point for financial information,
it's also the closest thing America
has to a great national newspaper. 9)
Jack Pluenneke
Business Week, August 1996

"There is no question.
Dow Jones's content is the benchmark
for business information. It's the best.
You start and finish with Dow ones."
M a r y h n Whitney, Team Leader, Library Services,
Chevron Services Co.

"If you can't find it here,
it hasn't been published?'
lMike Hogan
PC Computing, November 1996

For more information about Dow Jones,
visit our Web site or call 800-369-7466 ext. 4138.

G1937 Dow Jones & Company !nc. Al! rights reserved. N R E ~ l 6 4 h
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Post Information Age Positioning for Special Librarians:
Is Knowledge Management the Answer?
Stephen Abram revisits some of the language and assumptions about the building
blocks of information, knowledge, and organizations, as well as the process of
knowledge creation and use.

Tom Davenport on Knowledge Management: Selected Quotes
Jane Dysart presents some of the thoughts and ideas of knowledge management guru
Tom Davenport.

Chief Knowledge Officers?Perceptions, Pitfalls, & Potential
Is "chief knowledge officer" or "knowledge executive" a future role for librarians?
Mary Corcoran and Rebecca Jones share their views.

Building Blocks for Knowledge Management at Digital Equipment
Corporation: The Weblibrary
Mary Lee Kennedy explains how the Digital Equipment Corporation's Corporate
Library piloted a Web-based information solution on Digital's Intranet-The
WebLibrary.

Traveling with The Freedom Forum
The Freedom Forum and Special Libraries Association are seeking applications from
librarians for a two-week program providing opportunities for librarians to work
abroad in an international Freedom Forum Library. The projects will be conducted in
Europe, Asia, and South America. Barbara Semonche and Margot Williams talk
about their experiences in Europe and Asia this past year.

5 Executive Outlook
SLA Executive Director David R. Bender reveals the technological steps SLA has
taken on the path to virtuality.

7 Making News
10 Public Relations Outlook
13 Government Relations Outlook
11 4 Copyright Corner
45 Professional Development Outlook

47 Findings: Research & Your Bottom tine
48 Money Matters

4 Letters to the Editor

54 In Summary
55 Coming Events
56 Classified Advertisements
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Making Our Way to Virtuality
As we move through another association year, we are reminded of the technological advances happening within the profession of special librarianship. New products are popping up on a seemingly daily basis, requiring you to stop yaur busy endeavors, take notice, jump on board, or be left in the dustyou've all got to grab the gusto while you can.
Your association is doing the same, as we strive to become a virtual association, as you may recall
as our fifh bold step...the pinnacle...the summit. What next? We can rest assured, there is a new
mountain on the next horizon.
This past year, the association has seen a shift in the technologies available to our staff, which has included making a migration to a Windows-based processing system. Leaving DOS behind has been a major adjustment for many-but, wait! I know all the keystrokes!-I don't want to give them up, but this
upgrade has been a big step for us as a technologically advanced association on the move to virtuality,
I would like to run through the major points of our "coming of age" with a summary of the new tools our staff has been given, through
generous donations and sponsorships, to make our association work better for our number one customer-YOU!
Our Computer Services and Technology department has been busy blending new technologies and management techniques to meet
the business needs of the association. These needs are being met by new program directives in computer services, desktop publishing,
and Internet services.
A priority in computer services is to provide network, end-user, and technical support to staff and members. Our desktop publishing
capabilities are being improved by providing state-of-the-art layout and design for association publications, brochures. and advertisements. New equipment and software has been purchased to strengthen our current design power. This magazine is a perfect demonstration of the power to which I refer. The four-color process involved in this magazine's production has allowed the association to create more
eye-catching, descriptive, and evocative materials to add to the high quality of the written word.
Finally, and most critical to the success of our virtuality, are our advances in Internet services-providing the tools necessary to build
our Virtual Association. What report would be complete without citing substantiating data to help illustrate this effort? We at headquarters
are impressed with these statistics, we think you will be too.
As you r e d , staff was given desktop Internet access in May of 1996. Our Web server officially debuted May 15, 1996. Sponsored by
Disclosure, Inc., our site stands out as one of the first completely sponsored Web sites. From its naissance to March 1997, the site has received a total of 865,096 hits! In October 1996, the site was accessed a total of 36,000 times. In March 1997, the site saw 146,000 hits that's a 400% increase in visitor volume in just six months!
Some other advances in our Internet services surround our List Hosting Service, which began in October 1996. At press time, 30 unit
I i t s are hosted on the SLA listserv, with requests on the rise. The listserv began receiving sponsorship on April 21, 1997, with support
from the West Group and Moody's Investors Service. This service could not be provided in this fashion were it not for the generous support of these two companies.
Our new home page, designed with SLA's new logo, debuted this past January with a new streamlined Iook and feel. Some new additions to the look of the home page were the obvious inclusions of the new logo and new buttons for "What's New" and the "Information
Resources Center." Hits to both these sites have increased substantially since the release of the new home page. Also in January, the SLA
Web site began a Web Hosting Service. Currently, a total of 10 Web sites are hosted on the SLA Internet Server including the Boston Chapter, Arizona Chapter, and the Student and Academic Relations Division sites.
The future is not too far away, and the association is striving to keep up with the quickly moving information technology progression.
Both in the profession of information resource and knowledge management and in running an information-based association, we all must
stretch to meet the new technological challenges facing the informztion professional. This stretch will help us to become more boundaryless, thus allowing us to reach out to our customers in a more timely and diversified nature.

David R. Bender, Ph.D.
Information Outlook June 1997
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Online searching of the scientific journal literature.
Quick-what's

to your search. Full bibliographic data, author abstracts,

the first thing that comes to mind?

and, of course, citedreferences. All updated weekly.

If it's not SciSearch on STN, you might want to give it
a second thought.
Only SciSearch offers cited reference searching. So as
you search over 5,700 of the world's most prestigious.
scholarly publications, you can move forward or backward in time-from

1974 to the present-to

quickly

1

Add STN's distinctive command language and its
special features for crossfile searching of the Chemical
Abstracts file, and you've got a powerful combination of
search capabilities you won't find anywhere else.

SciSearch on S T N . Don't give it a second thought.
Call STN today at 1-800-753-4227

retrieve complete information on evely article that relates

6slM

institute for Scientific Informationw
3501 Mzrket Street. Phz:adelph~a.PA 19104 U S.A Teleahone I-800-336-4471 or?l5-386~0100 Fan' 215-386-291 1
Biunel Science Park, Uxbrtdge U98 3PQ. Unlted Kingdom Telcplione -U-1895-270016 Fan +U-1895~256710
Ark Mari Building 30 F, I-12~32Akaaaka illmain-ko. Tokyo 107. Japan Te!ep!mne: +81-3-5562-357: Fan +81-1-5562-3561
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Haley Retires
In April 1997, Roger Haley
retired from the United States
Senate Library in Washington,
DC, after a career of over 35
years. He started as a reference
assistant in February 1964, was
promoted to assistant librarian
in 1971, and was appointed
senate librarian in 1973. During
his tenure, he was successful in
increasing the number of professional librarians on staff and in
upgrading service to patrons by
introducing and utilizing a wide
variety of technological changes. Haley has been a member of
the Speclal Libraries Association since 1976. Active in the

association, he served as chair
of the Social Science Division in
1984-85, and as president of the
Washington, DC, Chapter in
1990-91. He is also a member of
the Library Management; Information Technology; Museums,
Arts 6r Humanities; and Solo Librarians Divisions. At the association-level, Haley has served on
the 1989 President's Tdsk Force
on the Image of the Information
Professional, and has chaired the
Bylaws Committee, Nominating
Committee, and Committee on
Committees. Currently, he serves
on the Finance Committee and
the Conference Planning Committee for SLA's 88th Annual Conference in Seattle. Haley was the
1993 recipient of SLKSjohn cot-

'

.
'

ton Dana Award for his contributions to special librarianship. We
wish him all the best in his future endeavors.

Cvetjo Awarded
fnternationai Grant
.
.
.
.
.

.

Katherine Cveljo, Professor
Emerita at University of North
Texas, Denton, TX, has been
awarded a short-term international grant from International
Research Exchange @ Scholars
(IREX) to give presentations in
Croatia on various aspects of the
library and information science
profession. She is a member of
the Texas Chapter and the Business & Finance Division.

.

.
.
'

.

'

Bibby Joins Staff
at Boston College
Elizabeth A. Bibby joined
the staff of Boston College Libraries, Boston, MA, as head,
References and Instructional
Services this past March. The
Boston College Libraries have a
collection of over 1.6 million
volumes. Bibby recently completed an M.S. in Information
Science at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. Her most
recent position was head librarianlcoordinator for LABATANDERSON Inc., in Atlanta,
GA. She is a member of the
Georgia Chapter and the Business
Finance and Library
Management Divisions.

Fingerman
Appointed Editor
Susan M. Fingerman of
SMF Information Services, Ellicott City, MD, was recently
appointed editor of CyberSkeptic's Guide to Internet Research, a monthly newsletter

:
:

for librarians and researchers.
She is a member of the Baltimore, Boston, and Washington, DC, Chapters as well as
the Social Science Division.

Berger Named to
Rosary c01fege
President'sCouncil
Carol Berger, founder and
president of C. Berger and Company, has been named to the Rosary College President's Council,
River Forest, LL. Berger was selected to join the council which
advises the college's administration in support of its strategic
plan, Visionfor the Centennial.
She will provide new program
guidance and offer expertise in
the library science field. Berger is
a member of the Georgia, Illinois,
Texas, and Washington, DC,
Chapters as well as the Information Technolog, Legal, and Library Management Divisions.

Law Library Consortium
Establishes Intranet

:

The New England Law Library Consortium (NELLCO),
Boston, MA, a 19 member nonprofit corporation composed of
libraries in academic, government, and private settings within New England has developed
an Intranet for over 100,000
users. As the digital library impacts the legal community,
NELLCO's Intranet allows its
members to offer its faculty,
students, and attorneys paper
access of legal information. The
Web site, at www.nellco.org, is
one of the first law Intranets in
New England that is open to the
public for viewing.
Information Dutlooh June 1997
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Bu
tien
Brb
the
lisrrriited States a88
exlco
SLA was well-represented at
the VII Foro Transfronterizo de
BibliotecaslTransborder Library
Forum held February 20-22 in
Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua,
Mexico. "Building Information
Bridges" was the appropriate
theme for librarians from both
sides of the U S -Mexican border who are linking together
through mutually beneficial cooperative projects.
Although nearly 300 people
attended this Foro, it remains a
grassroots operation. There is
no governing structure, no
dues. A Foro is hosted by librarians in a particular city,
usually on the border, and generally with librarians from "ambos lados" volunteering with
programs, logistics. and library
visits. This year's Foro was led
by SLA member Dr. Jesus Lau,
director of the Information Center at the Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez. He and
his staff obviously devoted
much time and resources to
planning and organizing, and
truly were magnificent hosts.
Foros have dignitaries, keynote
speakers, and workshop leaders
offering inspiration and technical advice on interlibrary lending, new technologies, authority
control, user education, and
other topics pertinent to special,
academic, public, or school librarians. Barbara Ford, president-elect of ALA and longtime
SLA member, offered the keynote address on "Libraries in

8 Information Outlook June 1997

ATTENTION SLA

MEMBERS!!

the Global Environment." Presi- Riverside, CA, March 5-7,
dent of the Mexican Association 1998-the first reunion to be
of Librarians (AMBAC) Elsa held in the Cdifomias. The 1998
Ramirez Leyva spoke on coop- Foro will be hosted by the UC
eration among library associa- Riverside Library, led by SLA
tions. SLA President Sylvia Pig- Board of Directors Member Chargott was the keyaote speaker at lene Baldwin. A Web site with
the closirg ceremony and OCLC more information can be visited
banquet, speakrng on "Forging on the Internet (~wv.ucr.edu).
Partnerships Across Borders."
Mark the date now on your calForos also offer "alegrian-- endars and join us in strengthengreat fun-to participants. En- ing linkages among librarians in
joying the social companion- the United States and Mexico. g
ship of colleagues is one of the
highlights of the occasion.
Tours were also offered to sev- by Martha E. McPhail.
era1 libraries in the Ciudad Jua- McPhail is currently president
rez-El Paso area, and even to @SLAY San Diego Chaptez For
Las Cruces, Kew Mexico. The more Infonation on ynternaUniversity of Texas at El Paso honal News, " or to contribute
and New Mexico State Univer- to the column, pleare contact
sity were supporting institu- SLAY International Relations
tions of the Foro, and gracious- Committee Chair M a y Lee
ly hosted several busIoads of Kennedy at: 1-508-486-2540;
fa:
1-508-486-2302; e-mall:
touring librarians,
The next Foro wiU be held in mayl.kennedy@@o.dec.com.

. -.

ceived the Distinguished Service Award in 1981.

Robin 1R. 13. Muaay
Robin R.B. Murray died
March 18, 1997. He was director
of Scholes Library, State University of New York (SUNY) College
of Ceramics at Alfred University
from 1959-1983. He was
awarded Librarian Emeritus Stahis for his role in building the library's collection and its reputation as one of the most foremost
special libraries in the world.
Murray also served in various
public and special library positions including tenure at the
Brooklyn Public Library, the National Research Council of Canada, and Crucible Steel, where he
established the company's research library. As a founding
member of the Special Libraries
Association MetalsIMaterials
Division, and chair of that division from 1979-1980, he re-

Elizabeth t, S~laith
Elizabeth L. Smith, retired
vice president and manager of
the Reference Center at Campbell-Ewald Company, died March
23, 1997. Smith had been an active member of the Advertising
and Marketing Division and the
Michigan Chapter of SLA for
many years. She began her career at Campbell-Ewald in 1949
as a reference assistant and became assistant librarian in 1953.
In 1958 she took over management of the library, later designated the reference center. She
was appointed to vice president
in 1975 and retired in 1981. She
served as treasurer, secretary,
and president of the Michigan
Chapter and as secretary, vicechair, and chair of the Advertising and Marketing Division.
information Outlooh June 1997 9

Atad the Mf. Awards Go to...
At the Winter Meeting in Ft. Lauderdale,
FL, the Public Relations Committee met to
select the recipients of two of the three
1997 SLA Public Relations Awards. The
committee was faced with a difEcult challenge since all entries showed excellent effort and determination to increase the public
perception and recognition of special librarians and the profession.

The results are as follows:

1 placement of the article in a major newspa.

-

.

:

per were important factors in the decision to
award the honor to Nardi, O'Day, and Valauskas.
These winners will be recognized and
honored at the Annual Business Meeting
and the Awards Banquet at the annuaI conference in Seattle, WA.
At press time, the winner of the Inter-

national Special Librarians DaylNational
Library Week Award had not been deter-

mined. This award's winner(s) will be recThe SLA Public Relations Member . ognized with the other recipients of the
Achievement Award was unanimously Public Relations Member Achievement and
awarded to Mary Beall, University of IUi- Media Awards.
nois, Chicago, and John W. Marcus, U.S. : The SLA Public Relations awards were deRobotics, Skokie, K, both of the Illinois - termined by the 1996-1997 Public Relations
Chapter for their efforts as initiators and co- - Committee: Doris S. Helfer, chair, California
coordinators of a remarkable 18-month State University; Gloria Dinerman, The Liproject on behalf of the entire Illinois Chap- braq Co-op, Inc., Edison, NJ; Monica Ertel,
ter, tided lnfo996.Over 200 volunteer librari- . Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA; Cynthia
ans from Illinois provided in-depth informa- Hill,Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA;
tion services to media representatives, dele- - and Stephanie Tolson, St. Louis Community
gates, and government officials throughout : ColIege, St. Louis, MO. Stephen Abram, Mithe Democratic National Convention in Chi- - cromedia Limited, Toronto, ON, is the comcago during August 1996. The resulting . mittee's Board Proctor. Thanks to Doris HeIfer
positive publicity for the profession, in news- . for compiling the above summaries.
papers and magazines throughout the country, was tremendous and clearly made a sig- TWOOufsfandhg
nificant impact on lawmakers and decision- - Sponsored Awards
makers throughout the country.
Laurie Stackpole, chief librarian with
The SLA Media Award went to Bonnie : Ruth H. Hooker Research Library, Naval
A. Nardi, Vicki O'Day, and SLA member, - Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, has
Edward J. Valauskas, for their article "Put . been selected to receive the prestigious ina Librarian, Not Software, in the Driver's . formation Today Award for Innovations
Seat," ChrMan Scz'ence Monitor, June 4, - in Technology for her resourceful pursuits.
1996. This article was an outstandiig piece : She has formed innovative relationships
explaining research conducted at corporate - with Elsevier and the American Physical
libraries at Apple Computer in Cupertino, . Society in her quest to offer electronic jourCA, and Hewlett-Packard Research Labs in : nals to her clientele; surveyed the library's
Palo Alto, CA, which investigated whether - users to determine their informational
or not intelligent software agents could do : needs; and developed a Library 2000 plan
what a librarian could. Both the content and which will help her organization implement
quality of the information provided, and the . a virtual library.
'

For more insonnation on "PublicRelations Outiook," or to contribute to the column, please
contact ~irector;Public Relations jennjfb Stowe ct: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 634;far: 1202-265-931i;. e-mail:jmn~er@sZa.
og,
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Gwen Harris, information consultant
and Internet specialist in Toronto, ON, and
Joanne G, Marshall, associate professor at
the Faculty of Information Studies at the
University of Toronto, have been honored
with the H.W. Wilson Company Award for
their articIe "Building a Model Business
Case: Current Awareness Service in a Special Library," published in the Summer
1996 issue of Spen'a( Libraries. This article
provides a practical model of the business
case approach that can be used by special
librarians in other settings to evaluate a variety of services.
Stackpole, Harris, and MarshaIl will be
presented with their awards at the Annual
Business Meeting and Awards Banquet at
the annual conference.
These awards are decided by subcommittees of the Awards and Honors Committee. The Information Today Award subcommittee chair was Anne Gregg, DowElanco,
Indianapolis, LY. The H.W. Wilson Company
Award subcommittee was chaired by Barbara Semonche, University of North Carolina, ChapeI Hill. Thanks to both chairs for
their reports.

eaffit.mati@nof Signifigal~nse

:
.
-

:
.
'

-

.

This excerpt comes from the Akrcb 11,
1997, issue of Edupage, a summary of
news about information technoIog, produced as a senice by Educom, a Washington, DC-based consortium of leading colieges and universities seeking to transform education through the use of information
technology. We think this is a great piece
which positively reaffirms the relationship
between the value of library science and
Web technology education.

TaX-en from the ~ ~ o n i eJH&her
de

: E ~ M C Z ~%arc%
~ Q E1%~ 1997.

.
.

Universities are heeding the call from
companies for more q-ed
techies capable of designing and managing a corporate
Web sif% and are now begwing to formalize such training with degree p r o m s
geared toward producing "Webmasters."

Rather than stressing computer science : contacted staff and SLA vendors to say that :
ski& the programs fend to lean toward ei- they heard the announcement and to wish
ther library science (with special emphasis . everyone a happy International Special Li- .
on technology) or graphic media design. In- brarians Day!
Another notable accolade was sent to .
cluded in the degree programs are courses .
in such disciplines as organizational psy- speciai librarians worldwide from the First .
chologv, library science, graphic design, and Lady of the United States. Hillary Rodham
business. For example, Indiana University . Clinton (see below). The current Adminis- .
offers a master's degree in information sci- tration is very interested in the technologi- .
ence, building on the library science pro- cal advances in use in the library and ingram for which it has long been known, : formation management profession, and in .
and John Brown University is about to offer : the public utilization of these technologies.
United States' President Bill Clinton is de- a bachelor of science degree in

termined in his last term as president to
make information and Web resources available to all school children, and to increase
awareness of the capabilities of new Web

'

,

,

technologies.
We appreciate and acknowledge his
administration's efforts to make this
dream a reality through emphasizing general library education, increasing the public's exposure to information technologies.
and promoting the value of information
literacy in the United States and around
83
the world.

digital media. Other programs can
be found outside the United
States in Australia and Canada.

lnternationaf Special
Librarians Day
International Special Librari
ans Day, observed April 17
1997, was a huge success.
Many exciting events took
place on this celebratory
Thursday of National Library
Week! As part of the day's
festivities, SLA members held
information and orientation
programs for their companies
and departments, hosted notable information professionals to speak at their planned
events, peppered corporate
Internet and Intranet sites
with information about services provided in information resource centers, and
much more! We are sure
their efforts resulted in
heightened
recognition
and appreciation from
their organizations. How
didyou get involved?
We are also excited to
report that many of you
heard the promotions on
National Public Radio,
provided in partnership
with LEXIS-Em, announcing April 17,
1997, as International
Special Librarians Day.
We were thrilled with
the responses, as many
colleagues and friends

April 17, 1997

Dear Friends:

I am pleased to have this opportunity
to send greetings to each of you celebrating
International Special Librarians Day.
Your dedication to continuing
education, providing information resources
and maximizing technological advances for
your profession is commendable.
proud of the contribution your efforts
make
be
You can
to both the public and private sector.
applaud your hard work and dedication andI
wish you continued success in your quest for
excellence as information profe'ssionals.
Please accept my best wishes for a
wonderful celebration.

Sincerely yours,

~ i l l a r fRodham Clinton

Information Outlooh June 1997 1 1
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Help Us Assess Your Government Relations Program
One of the most important aspects of maintaining a successful
government relations effort is the continual assessment of the performance of the program. This means analyzing the needs of the
membership and determining if changes should occur. The following survey is our first attempt at maximizing the involvement of the
membership in just such an activity.
In celebration of the SLA annual conference being held this
month in Seattle, WA, this is your opportunity to reflect on the
work being performed by the Government Relations staff and involved members. The survey below is intended to appraise the issues we're working on and determine the matters we need to address regarding advocacy and communications.
Just answer these questions honestly and succinctly, make a copy
of this page, and fax it back to SLA at 1-202-265-9317 by July 15.
SLA staff will. report the findings of this survey in the September issue of Infonnatzon Outlook. Your input will be greatly appreciated.
1. Please rank the following issues in terms of importance to information professionals. Place a " 1" beside the issue you con-

sider the greatest concern to the profession, a "5" beside the
least important, etc.

2. Are there other key policy concerns related to special libraries

that should be monitored? Please explain. Use additional sheets
if you need more space.

3. What can SLA do to improve its advocacy and communications

efforts on behalf of the membership? Use additional sheets if
you need more space.

4. Have you visited the Government Relations section of the SLA
Web site?
- Yes
1No

Your thoughts on contentlpresentation?

- Copyright law affecting electronic information
-

Copyright law affecting printedlanalog information

- Separate legal protections for databases
-

International harmonization of copyright law

-

Protection of fair uselfair dealing principles

- Enhancement of the Information Infrastructure

5 . Would you like to subscribe to the SLA Government Relations

listserv?
C Yes i No
8. Are you willing to communicate with your federaU1ocal govem-

ment officials on an important issue?
3 No

3 Yes

(Internet, Intranets)
9. Tell us about your contacts or activities within government re-Internet access charge increases
-

lations. Use additional sheets if you need more space.

Liberalization of government encryption policies

- Freedom of

speechlexpressionon the Internet

- Development of electronic commerce
- Access to government information from a centralized source

10. Name

Organization
Address
PhoneIFaxlE-mail

- Improving the competitiveness/perceived

value of special librarians

PLEASE IitX TQ S . HEh9QL;ARiFM A T 1-202-265-931
IBI7>2;LY 15.
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Copyright and Digital Reproduction in Cyberspace
Most of us really don't think much about
copyright laws as we browse the Internet.
We "point and click on our merry way,
thankful we are able to find so much information for so little money in so little time.
However, the next time we load up Netscape
or Microsoft Explorer, we should probably
think a little more about copyright, for two
reasons. Fist, we need to ensure that our
"netiquette" is infringement-free. Second,
we need to familiarize ourselves with the
ground mles of what is bound to be an intense debate over how intellectual property
law applies to cyberspace.
With recent advances in digital technology, reproduction of both text and graphics
has been extremely simplified. While this
is a tremendous advantage for most of us,
we also need to watch how such reproduction may infringe copyright. Let's take a
look at one scenario. A company official is
away on business and e-mails the library to
see if a particular text is available. The librarian responds that it is, and the official
requests the librarian scan the document
and e-mail it to him. The librarian complies. However, since this digital reproduction is the equivalent of a Xerox copy, the
reproduction must either fall into a fair use
exception or a royalty must be paid. While
such speedy service represents a high-quality response, the librarian must also ensure
that this new library procedure complies
with copyright law.
Another scenario further illustrates how
digital reproduction poses new hurdles for
the special librarian. A colleague e-mails
some copyrighted photographs to the librarian for use in the company's new Intranet,
which is run by the library. The librarian is
about to design a new online newsletter for

the company, and includes
the photo as a backdrop
for the fust issue.
However, without approval from the copyright
holder, such reproduction
and display
probably
infrihgement, Ten if
"innocently" done
for aesthetic purposes. Digital manipulation by "cutting" or "pasting" the
image is $so likely to be considered infringement.
In addition, librarians who
are Web page designers must
exercise caution in ensuring
their pages are free of infringement. For example, inclusion of emails, Usenet postings, or parts of other
Web pages should be carefully watched
since these texts or graphics may contain
copyrighted material.
The use of "frames" in Web page design also presents a dilemma for the Web
page designer. W-hen a Web designer uses
"frames," another linked page appears
within the original page. In effect, the 0ther link is reproduced inside the first. However, if the "linked to" page is copyrighted,
approval for reproduction should be secured first, in order to abide by the letter
of the law. Although many Web sites have
given license to reproduce this material, it
is possible this may become a contested issue in the near future.
Importantly, proposed changes to copyright law will likely make digitd reproductior,
more diffcult. Both the U.S. Patent Office's
"National Information Infrastructure White

by Steve Anderson, ID. Anderson is associate law libranan at the BaItimore Coung Circuit
Court. He can be reached at sanderso@mail.bcpl.lib.md.us. For more information on
“Copyright Comer;" or to contr'bute to the column, please confretLawrence G u h e at: I 202-778-6158;
fa:
1-202778-8658;
e-mail: lguthrie@cov.com.
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Paper" ~http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/
com/doc/ipnii) and the 104th Congress' Senate Bill 1284 jhttp://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/
query/z?c104:S.1284:) clarify that the "caching," or temporary digital copying by Web
browsers, of Web sites will not fall into a "fair
use" exception. Moreover, the recent round
of taLks by the World Intellectual Property Organization failed to carve out a similar "fair
use" exception for Web "caches." Therefore,
the door may soon be open for copyright
owners to prevent their material from being
accessed by Web browsers, unless royalties
have been paid.
The bottom iine is that the price of
"surfing" the Net is bound to increase because provisions will be made for royalty
payment and collection. While information
on the World Wide Web may no longer be
free (or at least very low cost), the Clinton
Administration is hoping this will be offset
by the availability of higher quality copyrighted materials. Still, one must wonder
whether this approach will turn out to be
farsighted information policy, or myopic
mismanagement which will cripple the
Internet before it has ever really had a
chance to get going.
8

InSite ProSMfrom Information Access Company is the first web-based business
intelligence solution developed especially for the needs of information professionals just like you.
InSite Pro puts you in a powerful position with its advanced search features.
You get instant access to more than 2,500 leading international periodicals,
without the hourly charges and search fees typical of traditional online services.
Best of all, you get unlimited and predictable access to the most trusted information databases
in the world without running up a hefty bill, ultimately controlling your budget. And because
InSite Pro is easy to use, all the searchers in your department can be effective immediately,
saving your company time and money in training costs,

InSite Pro-Giving you dll the time yozk need to get Intelligent Sobtions@Work.
Unveiling at
Special Libraries Association,

C O M P A N Y
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Ten Years in the MakinJ, and Worth the Wait

I Insurance Periodicals Inden
Now you can get authoritative
indexing and abstracts for
more than ten years of Insurance, Risk Management and
Employee Benefits journals on
a single CD-ROM. It's the index to more than 40 journals
and over 180,000 articles, produced by NlLS Publishing
Company in association with
the SLA's Insurance & Employee Benefits Division.
Published twice annually. An
annua! subscription is just
$250-delivering a fully cumulative, fully updated CD-ROM in
June and December.
Call NlLS for inf~rmafion
& an Order Form

1

For a list of Indexed Journals visit www.nils.com
.

NILS Publishlishing Company -21625 Prairie Street Chatsworth, CA 9131 1
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by Stephen Abram

'Knowledgeispower; not information.
Information is power only if you can take
action with it."
Daniel Burris
In this article, I will take a few heretical
positions that will challenge some of the sacred cows of our profession. Unlike most
heretics, though, I wilI suggest a replacement for these views that I hope wiII steer
us on to a better course to the future of special librarianship and, at the very least, initiate a debate on the best positioning for
SLA and special librarianship.

We, as special librarians, made a poten-

t i d y disastrous error, those many years ago
when we decided to position ourselves in the
"information business." Information businesses are marked by their ability to create
information and disseminate it widely-often for a profit. Generally, special librarians
do not, as part of our core mandate-create
information. While we do create information about information (metadata), I believe
this is a higher-level caIling in the knowledge continuum. The drive to stake out territoqy by positioning special librarianship as
being in the information business has produced a number of negative behaviors that
have, in my opinion, l i i t e d our ability to
make as much forward progress in our profession, as we might desire. Examples of
this behavior include:
The growth of data professionals and
technology experts into information
roles has been perceived as a threat by

Stephen Abram is director; Corporate dl News Information at Micromedia Limited in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He is a member ofSLA3 Board @Directors, and sits on the Association Finance and Strategic Planning Committees. He can be reached via e-mail at:
sabram@micromedia.on,ca
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many of our members. This has driven
behaviors that mitigate against making
a partnership with the very group that
has access to the advanced technology
and data skills we seek for success. We
lose the ability to display our complementary s k i set and are forced into a
competitive positioning.
2 We view the natural progression of our
traditional partners and supporters-information suppliers and publishers-as
a threat, too. Their strategies to access
the information end-user at the desktop
is the next, most logical, step for them
to survive. Suppliers and publishers
must protect and expand their traditional professional end-user markets as
their old retail, library, and direct mail
channels are disintermediated by the
Internet and WWW.
i We view the entrance of new players
into the information field as a threat.
Indeed, we've seen some library associations putting forward position papers
to the traditional suppliers asking them
to slow the pace of change and adoption
of new technologies! Of course, we

would all like the pace of change to be a
little more leisurely-but asking for traditional suppliers to ignore the threat of
the new players to their real information businesses is not a viable request.
Indeed, a number of these new players
present opportunities for major future
alliances for both our profession and
our association.

Herev Number T'w:
'"~p%fi[ hh%af.&fl$ $4-rwa

m8n2gg;4kaawfedge'.
Currently, we are running the risk of
lurching headlong into a new positioning

of our profession and our role as "knowledge managers." The plain fact is that
knowledge, per se, cannot be managed. In
fact, capturing knowledge in any form 0ther than into a human being's brain, reduces it to mere information, or worse, data.

On& the knowledPe environment can be
managed.
The reality is that special librarianspossibly all librarians--have operated at a
level superior to mere knowledge management. We play a role in the knowledge "environment" as key catalysts in the knowledge continuum
Information systems
technology professionals will have grown

from their data roots into information management and the systems to support information-including
delivery, integration,
search interfaces, etc. Our success as a profession has historically been when we are
associated with knowledge-based enterprises (universities, media, engineering, accounting, consulting firms, etc.) or with the
knowledge intensive portions of corporations (research and development, sales and
marketing, strategic planning, etc.). This is
primarily because our contribution to the
knowledge environment of our organizations is a tangible one directly related to
successful decision-making.
Information Outlooh June 1997 19

The Ihwiedge Continuum
To understand how I have come to believe the heresies above, it is necessary to
revisit some of our language and assumptions about the building blocks of information, knowledge, and organizations. The
process for knowledge creation and use
flows through a continuum (see chart)
where data transforms into information, information transforms into knowledge and
knowledge, drives and underpins behavior
and decision-making. So bear with me
while we move through some definitions:

Data are raw facts that have no context
or meaning on their own. The key success
factors in data management are implementing standards and quality control procedures allow the data to be used effectively
and confidently. It rarely has value to endusers except in the context of turning it into
information.
The transformations that take pIace
during the creation of data include the application of standards, such as SGML,
HTML, Fields, Tags, MARC, normalizing
currencies, or applying rules like GAAP,
239.50, etc. It is possible to
practice special librarian-

ship in a data environment. Indeed, in
many respects the libraria
predominant and historical role in cataloging, indexing, and creating
metadata systems is a
good example of where
the foundation is for roles
in the knowledge economy. We see many emerging roles in the data environment and often these
resulting positions revolve
around the use and organization of data and its relationship to information.

8%6-iidingBlock @a:
&ha$8$B~gfa~m8&Hah~~?
Information is a tangible representation of data or knowledge within a specificcontext-usually in some end-user oriented
product like a book, magazine article, or
study. The key success factor is the effectiveness of the representation in communicating the information. The same data can
be represented many ways in order to meet
the needs of different types of users. It
onIy has value to the end-user if it meets
their specific needs at the time they need it.
Information is created by databases designed for specific outputs or by authors
turning their knowledge into information
for others.
The kind of transformations that
a
occur in the creation of information are in the reprek
L
sentation of data: dispIay, chart, format,
publish, aggregate, picture, graph, sort, rank,
highlight, etc. A lot of
special librarians practice in
the information industries, as
' we do in all industries. One of
the key components of the information business is the creation of
information from knowledge and
data. This requires both the librarian's
research and technical skills. For
rinstance, news and media librarians will
often manage the research library but
also enhance the newspaper with additional access points for the published
electronic versions.

r

V
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B6;iifdiq &Xl4 gs:
&ha%I% K ~ w B E & ~ @
Knowledge is information in context of
an individual's role, learning behavior, and
experiences. The key success factors include the congruity between the information and the individual's perspective. It
only has value in the context of the situations where it is being applied.
The major steps that occur in the transforming of information into knowledge are
learning, knowing, filtering, evaluating,
and balancing. Hence, we are allied here
with teachers, trainers, publishers, and other knowledge professionals in ensuring that
knowledge transformations occur effectively. A great number of special librarians
practice in the portion of the knowledge environment where information is provided to
end-users who transform it into knowledge.
For example, we see special librarians in academic settings where the product is
knowledge as well as in integrated research
teams within successful organizations.

The most important behavior to special
librarians, in the context of knowledge and
information, is decisionmaking. We must
focus on those decisions that result in action, even if that action is non-action. Thegoal of a good decision is for it to have intelligent, informed and impactful results.

The Knowledge Continuum

Selected Verbs

Collect
Database management
Computer record
Records management

Display
Chart
Format
Graph
Represent
Publish
Picture

Knowing
Learning
Filtering
Evaluating
Balancing

Do
Decide
Choose
APPV
Enact
Act

Transformations by
Information
Professionals

Standardize
Field
Tag
Organize
Aggregate
Format

Index
Catalogue
Select
Organize
Deliver
Format
Enhance
Improve

Serve
Interpret
Educate
Train
Find
Lead
Direct
Improve

Authority
Endorsement
Confidence
Satisfaction
Contribute

Technological
Interventions

Electronic Conversions
from print
SGML or HTML
conversions
Electronic Aggregation
Image/Text Formatting

BPR - Business Process
Re-engineering
Network
Electronic Layout
Electronic Distribution

Groupware
Intranets
Search Tools
World Wide Web
Decision Support
Systems

No Technology -just
Intelligent, Informed,
Impactful behavior - the
3 "1's"

Questions for the
Future

By moving towards
information aimed at
the needs of an
individual, does the role
and importance of large
databases aimed at
mass markets decline?

Does increasing the
number of infomation
@ansactionsmake an
organization more
success@d? Or should
wefocus on the quali@
ofthe transaction?

lfwe accept that
knowle&e can on& be
stored eflective& in an
individual human brain,
how do we store
information so that it
can be absorbed as
knowledgefaster?

What are the roles of
special librarians in
having material and
measurable impacts on
the behaviors within
their organizationsor
upon their clients?

1

The value of the decisions in an enterprise
or organizatiori is in direct proportion to its
results in the context of the individual or
social organization.
Although knowledge-by its very definition--cannot be managed, the process can.
This transformational process is nicely
summed up in the SLA slogan: putting
knowledge to work and turning information
into knowledge.
Perhaps some examples would assist
here. The process is (A) moving information
into knowledge and back, and (B) creating
and enhancing knowledge environments to
have a material impact on the decision-mak-

ing behaviors and results of our organizations and the individuals therein. I call this
process "transformationallibrarianship."

Moving Informtion into Knowledge
and Back Again--Building
Knowtedge Environments
Review the chart provided with this article. In many cases this process has been
represented as one where, by moving
through the data / information / knowledge
continuum, one can become wise. We a11
know by personal experience this is not
necessarily true. So what creates a wise individual or organization? How does one

develop "wisdomn? I believe wisdom is situational. One can be a wise accountant or a
wise oil patch reference librarian. This wisdom comes from not only working through
the data / information / knowledge continuum but in basing present and future behavior on the learning developed through repeated trips through the process. In the English language there are not separate words
to define knowledge concepts. There is only
the verb "to know." In French, however,
there are two verbs, "savoir" and "conn8i&en-or roughly "know how" and "know
that" respectively. Thus, in the past, we
have run the perception risk of being posiInformation Outlook June 1997
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Bloomberg

on LEXISo-NEXIS

It's a first-the powerful parrnership of the
world's premier financiai news service and the
leading online information search a m retrieval
company. And for the first time, you'll have
access to Bioomberg's broad financial news
coverage and key summary financiai data using
the full-text searching and archivai capabilities of
the LEXIS-NEXIS services.

glazing new traiis in information isn't new l o either
company: LEXIS-NEXiS oioneered online information
search and retrieval with the iadnch of the LEXISservice for legal professionals, then expanded to
news and business information with tne NEX~S'
service. Michael 6ioombe:g introduced THE
BLOOMBERG terminal in 1981, a reai-time
financiai information network for p~ofessionals.

Waen it cornes to flrsts ;n the informa:ion
hdustry, LEXlS-NEXIS and Bioomberg are the
fwst to come to mind. Bloomberg on the
LEXIS-NEXIS services. Now available.
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2. Focusing on the Learning

-

and the management of the knowledge environment.
When we think about these tools it
might be useful to divide them up into three
types.

.

Knowledge Tools or " K TOOIS:

Orfanization:
The key activity that happens
when users interact with us, our libraries and services, is "learning."
Organizations that encourage learning
and focus on learning in its broadest
context will, I believe, be all the more
successful, Strategist Peter M. Senge's
works-including the book, fie fi#h
the
Discipline: The Art and Practr'ce
Learning Oganization-contain many
methods and theories for developing
learning organizations.

into Knowledge
and Putting Knowledge to Work

.

:
:

Knowledge tools are those tools that encourage data and information to flow more
quickly into knowledge. Examples of these
types of tools are the metadata tools or new
search engines, indexing, filtering tools,
and just-in-time information, or just an
old-fashioned card catalog.

-

-

-

Decision Toois or "D" Took

3. mming I n z a t i o n

Here is perhaps the biggest opportunity
for us as special librarians. We have no
tioned as fact keepers ("know that") rather primary need to look backward and see the
than for our true talents as an extremely in- : growth of emerging professions into the
formation literate profession ("know information world. We must look forward
how"). For success in the knowledge econ- - into the knowledge economy and carve out
omy we need to play up our "know how" a strategic niche for ourselves that allows
and the key role it will play in this new age. . our profession to have an impact in the
new economy. The role for us in the new
$errcgesrsfu8 : world is to be the guides and navigators
hag a n the
Trans:f@rmarationab&fbrafiaaship% for the exploration of the information
The keys to our future success lie in the : ocean. We must develop new services and
products while enhancing our skills to unfollowing strategies.
derpin meaningful social and economic development.
Remember the three "I's": we
1. Focwing on Where the
will form the base for informed, intelligent,
Dan~firmationsOccur
Instead of thinking of our professional and impactful decision-making in our sociskills as being informational skills, we ety and enterprises. Special librarianship
should look at what we do as transforma- - will be one of the catalysts in this
tional. Sometimes this is called "adding development-if
we focus our
value." But, most of the time our added value is in the transformation and not in the
products and tools we use. When we organize information. we are taking data,
books, and bookmark files and making
them more accessible and useful to the enduser. When we create indexes and catalogs
we are creating tools and services to ensure
less time is spent in the hunt for information and more time is available to turn it
into knowledge. Indeed these skills have
now become so important they have been
renamed "metadata" skills or competencies
in the development of information about information. One has only to search AltaVista a few times and get 200,000 hits to powerfully understand the importance of metadata skills to the knowledge economy!
mote improvements to knowledge creation

:
.

'

-

-

:

.

:
.

Decision tools supply knowledge and information in a format or environment that
allow for quicker, better, more effective or
more informed decisions. Examples of these
are decision support systems software, push
technologies that provide information only
at the point of need, the emerging communication tools that allow for conferencing so
knowledge workers can interact for decisionmaking combined with the needed information, just-in-time filters, etc.

information Architecture for
Knowledge Environments
A new architecture is emerging for the
creation of these knowledge environments--one which recognizes decisions can
be better when humans interact easily.
Some of the emerging building blocks of
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Always fresh, with realtime, business injormation
from over 1,000 indus t ~ y
sources and 26 continuous

Savorfull text
information so in-depth
and so easy to access
via Boolean options,
it's mouth watering.

More detail, expert
opinion, analysis and
quality ~zJarmationthan
any other online service.

Call 1-800-952-0122.

1-800-952-0122
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this new architecture are client/server, net
computers, standard networking protocols
like TCPIIP, groupware such as Lotus Notes,
and the new offerings coming from
Netscape and Microsoft that emulate some
of the Macintosh and Lotus models. One of
the most exciting things about this emerging architecture is that it can be global, borderless, and open.

Cosst%i~n
The Information Age ended sometime in
1995. It was an abject failure-not because

information wasn't hugely important, but
because the society of the old era continued
to view and measure the Information Age
with tools, paradigms, and strategies suited
to that time. It's fascinating to watch the
economists for the old economy furiously
trying to apply supply and demand models
to the information economy! Especially
since supply/demand economics presumes
a limited supply of something and that success accrues to those who harness the limited supply for wealth creation. Information,
of course, is in unlimited supply and the
emergence of the commercial Internet and
WWW in 1995 destroyed an age! Future
success will not go to those enterprises that

corner or manage limited supplies or serve
a manageable demand, but to those enterprises and professions that can effectively
manage this unlimited supply of key and
vital information through filtering, organizing, and improving accessibility.

faking the Knowledge Positioning
My belief about using the knowledge
environment as the paradigm for viewing
our professional challenges at the dawn of
this new age causes me to ask four key
questions:
By moving toward information aimed at
the needs of an individual as opposed
to a group, does the role and importance of large databases aimed at mass
markets decline?
Does increasing the number of information transactions make an organization
more successful? Or should we focus
on the quality of the transaction?
If we accept that knowledge can only be
stored effectively in an individual human brain, how do we store data and
provide services so that information can
be absorbed as knowledge faster?
What are the roles of special librarians
in having material and measurable im-

pacts on the behaviors within their organizations or upon their clients?
Largely because it continues to be useful in understanding the changes that our
society is undergoing, we still see the popular press trumpeting the arrival of an Information Age-an era that ended years
ago. We know better-and we have the
skills, in alliance with information technology professionals and emerging or traditional information businesses, to transform our enterprises in preparation for
enormous success. Grasping the opportunity now to position ourselves and our organizations for the knowledge-based economy is vital. As part of this repositioning,
I propose we think serioudy about taking
the knowledge positioning for SLA in support of its members.
As Nike (and, past SLA president Didi
Pancake) said, "Just Do It!" "When I hear
the mantra 'anything, anywhere, anytime', I try not to choke. My goal is to
have 'nothing, nowhere, never', unless it
is timely, important, relevant or engaging." Nicholas Negroponte, Wired, Aug.

8

1994.
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by Jane I. Dysart
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I found it refreshing to read some of our thoughts about
knowledge management reflected in the writings of a knowledge
management guru respected in the business and the academic
community. Tom Davenport sees many relationships between journalists, librarians, management consultants and others who are
building a knowledge economy-they are not competitors but
partners. Davenport presents a positive future filled with opportunities for us to expand our current roles, develop new and exciting tools, and be a central and critical part of the knowledge management process within our organizations.
As part of the faculty for SLA's Knowledge Executive Institute
held in early June, Tom Davenport shared his ideas on knowledge
management. Here are few of those ideas in selected quotes from
articles he has already written. I look forward to his two new
books: Infomation Ecology: Managing Infomation and Know1edp.e
as J f People Mattered, W o r d University Press, April 1997, and
Working Knowledge: Manapng What Your Organzaton Knows,
Harvard University Press. Fall 1997.

company has clear responsibility for the job. Among the tasks that
such a group might perform are collecting and categorizing knowledge, establishing a knowledge-oriented technology infrastructure
and monitoring the use of knowledge."
"The goal should be to facilitate the creation, distribution and
use of knowledge by others."
"The last untapped source of commercial advantage is the
knowledge of people in organizations."

Some quotes from Davenport's Think Tank column for CIO Magazine, December 15, 1995lJanuary 1>1996 issue.
p pb&f ri
-e.
&w?Vs:

"Knowledge will not be well-managed until some group within a

"The two leading technologies for knowledge management Lotus Notes and the World Wide Web - will essentially merge,
with database, replication and discussion capabilities combining
with hypertext and multimedia features. Hypertext knowledge
bases will become capable of generating their own linkages to other
documents. Agents will be available, but usage will be restricted by
security concerns. The most popular form of agent will perform
keyword searches - no big advance over today. Finally, the problems that have today with security, 7-by-24 operations and remote
access to knowledge databases will largely be resolved."

Jane Dysart is a principal in Dysart dS jones Associates, specializing in library direction planning infomation strategy, problemsolving and coy7erence development. She can be reached via email at dysart@inforamp.net.

"Expert systems and neural networks are already being abandoned today...they won't be a major force in the future of knowledge management. Good old algorithmic logic programs will be the
workhorses of knowledge management, but they will be contained
in object-oriented modules for easy maintainability. Individual pro-

Some quotes from Davenport's Some Pn'ncipIes of Knowledge
Management in Booz Allen's Strate@ 62Business, Winter 1996.
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grams will specialize in specific knowledge functions, e.g. diagnosis, configuration or prediction."

tion into knowledge...the scarce commodity in knowledge management will be attention."

"The most dramatic improvements in knowledge management
capability over the next years will be human and managerial.... the
trickle of titles like Chief Knowledge Officer, Intellectual Capital Asset Manager and VP Knowledge Transfer will turn into a flood."

"Technology plays a big role in this distribution process ...Firms
need to convert from an information push strategy, in which we
ship information and knowledge to those who might be interested
in them, to a pull strategy. Those who need knowledge must seek
it, and someone should be making it easy for them. Hewlett-Packard Co. has a head start on the future in this area."

To facilitate the management of knowledge, "the smart ones will
.... address all the key knowledge management resources - not
only technology, but also people. content and economics. They will
manage all stages of the knowledge management process from creation to use."
Ernp~iz

"Since knowledge is information that is highly valued by people
and has at some point resided in someone's brain, people are the
most important resource in effective knowledge management
....firms that excel at knowledge management will corner the market for people who are adept at creating and using
knowledge.....Managers will be evaluated not only on how 'successful' their decisions were but also on the knowledge used in
making them. The most successful firms in the future will make
knowledge management every employee's responsibility."
Successful organizations and companies "will calculate not only
the costs of managing knowledge but also the benefits - in bad
decisions averted, in products and services that better meet customer needs, and in wheels not reinvented. Today, the lack of a clear
tie to corporate economics is holding back the concept of knowledge
management. In the future, at least some firms will have made the
connection between knowledge and money."
,i.i-&zj-sJ e ' ~

Knowledee Creation
"Probably best performed today by universities... the best
knowledge creators are academics..."

*

Knowledge Extraction
"Future knowledge extractors will focus on rewards for knowledge, hiring good knowledge creators and providing easy-to-use
tools for capture" and the "best at extracting knowledge are consultancies, particularly Andersen Consulting and McKinsey. The
former emphasizes the use of extraction technology specifically Lotus Notes; McKisey & Co. Inc. emphasizes hiring and promoting
the right people."

Knowledge Distribution & Access
"Categorization and organization of knowledge will be a core
competency of every firm. This will require strategic thinking about
what knowledge is important; development of a knowledge vocabulary (and a thesaurus to accommodate near misses); prolific creation of indices; search tools and navigation aids; and constant refinement and pruning of knowledge categories. Knowledge editors
will have to combine sources and add context to transform informa-
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Knowledge Transfer
"Successful knowledge transfer involves neither computers nor
documents but rather interactions between people. If you want me
to absorb your knowledge, then spend time with me, work with me,
do my job and let me do yours. The more time together the better."

"
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Some quotes from Davenport's Apri! 1, 1996 Think Tank column in CIO Magazine.
"A chief knowledge officer captures and leverages structured
knowledge, with information technology as the key enabler."
"CKO jobs ...often involve overseeing efforts to use technology
for knowledge capture and distribution. A good CKO should combine an orientation to structured, explicit knowledge with an intuitive feel for precisely how cultural and behavioral factors may impede or enable the leveraging of knowledge in an enterprise. Measurement and economic return should also be key points of focus."
"CKOs have three critical responsibilities: creating knowledge
management infrastructure. building a knowledge culture and making it all pay off."
Knowledge management "roles all require a combination of
'hard' elements (structured knowledge, technology and tangible
benefits) with 'softer' traits (a sure sense of the cultural, political
and personal aspects of knowledge)."
As Davenport says, "no one firm does all these things today, but
the skills to do them are most commonly found among librarians
and print journalists."

CSosi'rpg C@mnents
As Davenport says, it will take "long-term investors and harvesters across multiple fronts" for knowledge management success; but
we, special librarians, have a head starti Let's foster our relationship
with Tom Davenport, publish excerpts from his new books, and work
with him on knowledge management economics. Wouldn't it be
wonderful if we could work together to create business models proving the positive impact we, special librarians, have on our organizations with respect to knowledge management?
'8

STAR Web interface, you can offerfully interactive,
"staten-awareassisted and expert searching of your
databases - on the Internet and intranets - using
standard browsers.
Web pages made easy.

Without needing to become HTML experts, administrators can easily customize Web sessions provided with the STARILibraries application package or
design their own, from menus and search pages to
reports and hypertext links/order forms.
Mom than just input forms.

You can give your users more than "menu, menu,
click, click" and more than just keyword searching
in a single input box. With STAR, you can offer
users a variety of assisted and expert search pages
designed just right for your database content and
users.
Expert and novice searchers alike will become satisfied users when they can easily explore your databases and find what they're looking for!

only one click.
And. STAR remembers users' checkbox s e l e c t i o n s
when they want
to place orders or
request services.
More than a
library system.

STAR gives you th
possible OPAC, and
Libraries gives y
best Windows-based product for managing your collections and processes.
And. with other ready-to-use information management solutions - for images, full-text, archives, and
records - you'll have the right software to move
your library and organization into the 21st century.
Don't settle for less. There's just one choice.

More than just a *'backv key.

STAR remembers what users enter and select, so
they can automatically paste selected terms from
an index display into a search textbox and execute
an already fully formed search expression with

CUADRA ASSOCIATES, INC.
1 1835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 855 Los Angeles, CA 90064
(3 lo) 478-0066 & (800) 366- 1390 Fax (3 lo) 477- 1078
e-mail: sales@cuadra.com Internee: www.cuadra.com
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by Mary Cottoran and Rebecca Jones

Attend any conference or event where
information professionals are gathered
these days and the discussion will turn,
sooner or later, to the issue of new roles for
the profession. One of the roles being discussed is that of "chief knowledge officer"

or "knowledge executive." This role is
viewed by many in our profession as a logical, and perhaps deserved, fit for librarians.
A few years ago when "chief information officer" positions were being carved
out, many librarians were aghast when
these roles were filled with candidates
from the systems environment rather than

.

-

.

Mary Corcoran is managing pamer o f fie Knowledge Forum, speaalizing in seminus and
workhopsfor infomzahon managers. She mgy be reached via e-mail at: k n o w l e e n e t
Rebecca Jones is a principal with Dysart &Jones Associates, specializing in librap direchon planning, problem-solving service desipn and role definihon. She may be reached via
e-mail at:gones@inforamp.net.
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from the libraly profession. Will-or we
should say-is this pattern being repeated
with the emerging knowledge executive
roles? Will information professionals fill
these positions? Perhaps the questions to
be asked are:
* should information professionals fill
these positions?
B what are the competencies required for
these executive positions?
do librarians have these competencies?
Market research recently completed for
SLA indicates some of the answers to these
questionsJhe finding are crucial to our future. We must not only listen, but also
learn from them.

Market Research: Background
In summer 1996, night-Ridder Information, Inc. and Teltech
Technical Knowledge Service agreed to sponsor the development
costs of the Special Libraries Association Executive Leadership
Program through the year 2000, The association welcomed this
addition to their professional development program. For years,
the association had been offering a broad array of courses, including the Middle Management Institute, primarily aimed at librarians in entry-level through to middle management career
stages. This new course would focus on the competencies and
skill development requirements for those librarians on the career
path to executive positions.
SLA strongly felt that the Executive Leadership Program be
market driven, with its design and curriculum based on market
research. The methodology used for this research involved a series of interviews with both executives and senior management
librarians within organizations representative of SLA's top constituencies. It was critical to complete interviews with both of
these segments to ensure the results reflected perceptions of the
organizations' executive ranks as well as of the library market
being targeted for this course. Lnterviews were conducted with
23 individuals within 11 organizations.
The findings from these interviews are extremely interesting within the context of a discussion concerning chief
knowledge executives positions. They not only offer valuable
insights into the competencies expected of executives in general, and of knowledge executives in particular, but also highlight which of these competencies many librarians feel they
do not have and recognize that they must develop for their
careers to progress.

The Findings: Perteptisns
The findings pertinent to this discussion are organized as
follows:
1. Executive Competencies: competencies organizations look
for in their executives.
2. Knowledge Executive Competencies: competencies organizations involved in or developing knowledge management
initiatives look for in executives responsible for these areas.
3.

Executive Competency Development for Libran'ans;
competency gaps librarians feel they must address to
progress to executive positions.

4.

Knowledge Executive Competenv Developmentfor Librarians: competency gaps librarians feel they must address to progress to these knowledge executive positions.

t

Exemfive CempeXencier;:

Based on the research, executives are expected to demonstrate these competencies and specific skill sets:

[a] Communication
P~senfia.tiionSMlls:
present information and concepts concisely, articulately, coherently and within the audience's context
Information Outlooh June 1997
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i~afiuencjngSki&:

o

build a large lobby of peers, superiors, subordinates, enlisting support
as required
demonstrate strong negotiation and
persuasive abilities

irmtsr=Pers%lnai
Skilfs:
Q

demonstrate a presence, confidence,
and assertiveness
convey potentially sensitive messages
with empathy

(b) Leadership
Skill sets for this competency are
grouped under the fundamental practices
Kouzes and Posner discovered from their
research of leadership behaviors (James M.
Kouzes 6r Barry Z. Posner, The Leadership
Challenge, 1987).

Chdteng~the Ptocsss:

+

recognize and seize opportunities for
change and growth
maintain cross-organizational focus
work across organizational boundaries
and pursue horizontal solutions
3 Shared

Yidaa:

* create and impart a vision
enlist support in that vision from subordinates, customers, superiors, peers
and suppliers
think strategically and involve others

take a concect of a producrlservice through to fruition and delivery to custcmers

QnteffectuafiyCapable
Effective Rcso;lrcc Recruitment
and Deployment:
* acquire necessary resources
and apply rhese accordingly to
meet business goals

Gfobaf Perspective and Experience
(for international organizations)

(d) Financial Management
Fiscafty Resgsnsibfe:
demonstrate ability to manage significant budgets

Carprate Finance Understanding:
* comprehend various financial statements as well as the processes and instruments used to manage an organization's finances
* understand drivers of financing needs,
financial forecasting, and sustainable
earnings

Effe%.%ive
Afspfication ul Finarreiaf
Factors:
grasp how costlbenefit analyses and
depreciation considerations form part
of decision-making

(e) Customer Focus
foster teamwork and collaboration
* coach and mentor; counsel others to
grow personally and professionally
9

Ma$& the Way:
* exemplify organizational and personal
values and practices
* establish a trustworthy reputation
+ show maturity of thought
Encousraga &fie &a&
inspire and motivate others to grow,
personally and professionally

Customer-Mven Straaegies:
understand the diverse customer community and the need to adapt product
and market goals and plans accordingly
* create a listening and customer-responsive environment
take a panorarxic view of the environment in which the organization operates and works with stakeholders to
develop strategies and capabilities responsive to this environment

(c) Experience
nhatjonab Knawd&ge:
build broad-based working experience
within operational, planning, and infrastructural functions

BUS~BHS&amen:
* develop strategic and operational
know-how

(a) Entrepreneurial Insight and
Approach

Knowledge management executives
within those organizations interviewed that
currently have, or are developing, knowledge management initiatives are expected
to demonstrate competencies listed above
plus an emphasis on the following:

communicate and sell a new concept,
particularly one that is an intangible
and requires definition
effectively explain, promote, and encourage cross-organizational participation and obtain the commitment of
tangible and intangible resources required to build technology-based
knowledge systems
plan, launch, and go147 customer-focused products

(b) Information Technology
Grounding
Hnowfsdge managemnt exxe9-uSives
ape expW& to:
s have a high-level and practical understacding of information technologies
envision and execute a technologybased plan across departments and
technology platforms

Leadership:
Mnwt&ge arartagemeorf e~ecutitres
are expected Q:
* lead a new initiative, with no set parameters
* inspire people across the organization
to participate in horizontal solutions
that impact their vertical "silos"
* create an environment in which individuals and the organization are comfortable with ambiguity as the knowledge base expands and changes
a create strategic alliances and partnerinformation outlooh * June 1997
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Your shi has come in

It's called Prnp~rf/Exp~rt
USA, a monthly updated CD loaded with
information on 264 countries, 20,000 commodities and 162 industries.
This comprehensive import/export information is coupled with a Windows'"
interface and downloadable, custom-graphing capabilities - features that you
won't find in comparable import/export products. In fact, the closest match

GALE
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ships to deliver a "whole product"
offering

3. Executive Competency

De~ei~pment
for Librarians:
Librarians interviewed felt they have
gaps in the following executive competencies and specific skill sets that they would
like to address in some type of executive

development program. Gaps are listed in order of the frequency with which they were
identified:

[a) Commut?kation
Presentation Skiills:
present information and concepts concisely, articulately, coherently, and

within the audience's context

lnfluenci~gSkilfs:
* build a large lobby of peers, superiors, subordinates, enlisting support
as required
a effectively negotiate and persuade

Inter-Personal Skills:
* demonstrate presence, confidence and
assertiveness
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(bj Leadership
recognize and seize opportunities for
change and growth
* develop cross-organizational focus
ability to work across organizational
boundaries and pursue horizontal solutions

inspires a ShanB WsCow:
* create and impart a vision
enlist support in that vision from subordinates, customers, superiors, peers
and suppliers
think strategically and involve others
in strategic planning

(c) Experience
rganisatiaaraf ignawledge:
develop broad-based working experience within operational, planning, and
infrastructural functions
develop experience and proven capabilities within marketing and sales,
product management, and research &
development

Businass Aeume9t:
understand strategic and operational
know-how
take a concept from inception through
to delivery of a producUservice

id) Financial Management
* understand various financial state-

8

ments as well as the processes and instruments used to manage an organization's finances
understand drivers of financing needs,
financial forecasting, and sustainable
earnings

Again, they are seeking ways to
address these gaps. Gaps are listed
in order of the frequency with
which they were identified:

demonstrate high-level and
practical understanding of information
technologies
envision and execute a technologybased plan across departments and
technology platforms

(b) Leadership
lead new initiatives, with no set parameters
inspire people across the organization
to participate in horizontal solutions
that impact their vertical "silos"
create an environment in which individuals and the organization are comfortable with -ambiguity as the
knowledge base expands and changes

kc) Entrepreneurial Insight and
Approach
communicate and sell a new concept,
particularly one that is an intangible
and requires definition
effectively explain, promote, and encourage cross-organizational participation and obtain the commitment of
tangible and intangible resources required to build technology-based
knowledge systems
plan and manage a new productlservice from conception through to fruition

Effective A~lplicatloaaof Finnneiai

Factws:
understand how costlbenefit analyses
and depreciation considerations form
part of decision-making

Librarians interviewed also felt they
have gaps in the following knowledge executive competencies and specific skill sets.
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Like it or not, perceptions are reality.
The reality, as illustrated by these findings,
is that organizations filling knowledge executives positions look for individuals who
possess certain competencies. And, the reality is that few librarians possess these
competencies.
This is not to say that all librarians do
not possess these competencies or that
there aren't librarians in executive positions. There are. In fact, some of these

librarians were interviewed for this research. They not only agreed with the competencies identified for knowledge executives, but they also agreed the competency
gaps facing many librarians are in the areas
of information technology grounding, leadership and entrepreneurial approach that is
so critical for these executives.

In reviewing these findings, we see good
news and wonderful potential. We now
have a much clearer understanding of the
skills and experiences that librarians wanting to progress to executive positions must
develop and exhibit. Equipped with this understanding, those individuals can identify
the courses, jobs, and opportunities they
must pursue to gain this experience. The
other good news is that SLA can create professional development programs addressing
specific executive competencies highlighted
by the targeted market.
SLA used this understanding to create
and pilot the first module of the Executive
Leadership Program, Knowledge Executives
Institute, at the 1997 annual conference in
Seattle. The Institute concentrates on several of the information technology, leadership, and communication s k i sets.
How librarians choose to apply this understanding and truly exploit its potential
will, of course, depend upon each individual. We have, as a profession, been "putting
knowledge to work" (SLA's motto for almost 100 years). In this, the dawn of an era
valuing knowledge and the ability to manage it, it is up to us to put the knowledge
from this research to work, to seize job opportunities in operational and planning
functions, to develop corporate finance understanding, to hone confident influencing
skills and the many other competencies of
which we are so capable. The only pitfall
will be if librarians do not make this choice.
"If not us, who? If not now, when?"
8
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Easy Access.

IEE Online Journals: Now on the Web.
The IEE Online Journals include the TEE Proceedings Online as well as Electronics Letters Online.
IEE Proceedings is published under 12 titles each containing current. original contributions from
all over the world. Electronics Letters covers modern electronics including electronic science and
engineering, telecommunications, optoeiectronics, and optical corrmunication.

IEE Proceedings Online include:

b

Circuits, Devices and Systems
Communications
Computers and Digital Techniques
Control Theory and Applications
Electric Power Applications
Generation, Transmission and Distribution

b
b

Microwaves, Antennas and Propagation
Optoeiectronics
Radar, Sonar and n'avigation
Science, Measurement and Technology
Software Engineering
Vision; Image and Signal Processing

Come by and see a demo at our Booth # 723/725
at the Special Libraries Association Annual Conference

The Power of Information

INSPEC Dept. IEEE Operations Center 445 Hces Lane, Piscataway NJ 0885" Tel:(908) 562-5549 Fax:(908) 562-8737 e-rr,ail:inspec@ieee.org
All IEE and INSPEC products and senices avtl.zble In the Americas through :ha INSPEC Depziiment 91 tPe IEEE.
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Equipment Corporation.
Within less than four
In 1996, the Digital Equipment Corpora- months, we had more
tion's Corporate Library Group (CLG) pilot- than 4,000 desktop used a web-based information solution on ers cIamoring for more.
Digital's Intranet: The WebLibrary. The val- :
The CLG had brand
ue proposition? Provide consistent, reliable, identity on the Intranet
authon'tative external content, and content via the WebLibrary, but
experakeyor e$chve deasion making and we knew successful
timely transfepce and application of achievement of our valknowle&e--anyh?ne, anywhere. The pilot ue proposition required
focused on proving that the Web and Web- much more than the
technology could be an effective informa- implementation of some
tion delivery vehicle. The pilot was targeted technology. What occurred throughout
at 1,500 key library users in the technical 1996 and continues today is the establishand business community within Digital ment of a new way of doing our workby Mary Lee Kennedy

:

May Lee Kennedy is manager of the CZG, Di@'tal Equipment Coprahon. She can be
reached via e-mail aa magd kennedy@& dec.com.

creating the building bIocks for knowledge
management. The focus of our work is on
evaluating, analyzing, synthesizing, qualifying, and delivering externally created
content. As a worldwide group of 43 information professionals, this is achieved by
applying our expertise in strategic areas of
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tive conveyors and
managers of information and knowledge. What follows
is an explanation of
how we have set the
foundation for our
work.

the corporation. Our work is driven by
partnerships with targeted businesses, information programs that cross organizational boundaries, and alliances with cornplementary corporate groups. What underlies all of our work is the need to ensure the
information and knowledge we impart is
trustworthy and can be applied, shared, and
re-used.

In Thomas Davenport's work titled, Some
Prizczples @ KnowZe&e Management, he
discusses each of the following principles:
: Knowledge management is expensive.
Effective management of knowledge
requires hybrid solutions of people and
technology.
,, Knowledge management is highly political.
Knowledge management requires
knowledge managers.
Knowledge management benefits more
from maps than from models, more
from markets than from hierarchies.
Sharing and using knowledge are often unnatural acts.
Knowledge management: means improving knowledge work processes.
. Knowledge access is onIy the beginning.
Knowledge management never ends.
Knowledge management requires a
knowledge contract.
These principles address many of the issues the Corporate Library Group (CLG) gappled with and have ultimately solved in staking a claim on Digital's Intranet as authorita-
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and Web publishing, as well as managing
images, artifacts, and internally creating
content through our archival capabilities.
The principle demonstrated here is:
Knowledge management requires
knowledge managers.

In 1996, we decided it was impossible to
succeed by trying to be all things to all people. We concluded we would be most valuable to the corporation by focusing our efforts on the strategic areas outlined by seThe CLG I;r not nior management. We targeted subsets of
charged with manag- the strategic areas where we knew we could
ing Digital Equip- succeed in applying a proactive information
ment Corporation's service, with desktop products that would
knowledge. We are charged with managing not only be accepted by our targeted busithe external content and providing credible ness partners within Digital, but could even
content expertise. We do ensure the corpora- be jointly developed. We looked for chamtion has the external information it needs to pions and opportunities for demonstrable
run its businesses, and more importantly, we success stories.
The focus of our partnership work is on
do ensure information is business driven, can
be tied to business impact, and ultimately af- providing proactive, pre-preemptive, inforfern the outcome of a decision. In other mation and knowledge solutions that would
words, it is applied information. We are not be impossible through the traditional serresponsible for managing Digital's intellectual vice model of the reference function. We do
capital, but we play a fundamental role in the have a reference function and it is still a
growth of intellectual capital. We are leading significant part of our service portfolio, but
by example, and we have earned a respected it is no longer the only service we provide.
reputation for reliable, consistent, trustworthy The partnership focuses on joint-ownership
content that is applied and used to create and of the content and therefore the results occurring from its use and implementation. It
build knowledge.
Our Web-based solution, the WebLi- circumvents the questions of ownership
brary, is composed of the elements dis- and sharing by centering the work and
cussed below. These elements demonstrate work process on achieving specific goals.
Partnerships are based on quarterly dehow Davenport's principles apply to our
work. I have chosen to discuss a few key liverables that are defined and agreed to by
parts of each element to exemplify the prin- both the business partner and the informaciples. Of course, all of the principles are tion partner (CLG). Success is defined by
part of the solution, and many may occur in the business partner and includes both
quantifiable and qualifiable metrics. Sucmore than one element.
cess is focused on business impact, dollars
or time saved, key learnings, competitive
foundatlass
The foundation of our work is a group positioning, creation of market advantage,
of information professionals. We are trained etc, Success is not related back to the proand skilled in secondary research and anal- cess or to any arbitrary transactional meaysis, the assessment and analysis of infor- surement. In fact, if the information does
mation needs, information mapping, the not create some kind of advantage or key
evaluation and application of content sourc- learning that leads to an increased knowles, appraising the usefulness of content de- edge base, it is considered to be outside the
livery and management models, optimizing boundaries of success. Ideally, the work is
the use of the Internet and the Intranet, and expected to provide a result that would
proprietary content navigation and indexing have been impossible without the level of
tools. We are involved in Web authoring work available through the partnership.

There are common elements between
partnerships, such as the construction and
maintenance of a Web-based pathfinder,
the inclusion of electronic content specific
to the partnership, tailored views of news,
market research, technical information, and
the assignment of content and research experts for project work, in-depth research,
and other possible deliverables. Each partnership may also have unique deliverables
such as market data books, tailored newsletters, and industry reviews. The information and knowledge imparted in a partnership increases the relevancy of the work we
do, its application in the strategic area, and
ultimately the creation of new information
and knowledge. It is the combination of the
marvels of the Web-technologies and our
expertise and partnerships that lead to
knowledge as defined in the context of a
business' success.

Effective management of knowledge
requires hybrid solutions of people and
technology.
Knowledge management is highly political.
Sharing and using knowledge are often unnatural acts.
Knowledge Eanagement requires a
knowledge cortract.

We created three information programs
to address cross-organizational information needs, to propose and leverage content solutions, and to ensure cost-effective
content selection and implementation. The
programs are the Market Research and
Competitive Information Program, the
Technical Information Program, and the
Strategic Information Program. The over-

arching goal of all the programs is to ensure Digital has the information it needs to
be competitive.
The emphasis in 1997 has been on the
assessment of the corporation's technical
information needs. The CLG spearheaded
a worldwide needs assessment study of a
representative sample of the technical
community. Based on the results of the
study-covering content forms, delivery
vehicles, key subject areas, training, and
expertise-the CLG has recommended a set
of actions that will be implemented by the
CLG, or reported out to other corporate
groups who own a complementary process.
The benefit to the corporation will be an
increased awareness of technical information, the use and creation of information
and knowledge, and ultimately, ideally, an
increase in intellectual capital, and technological innovation that will translate into
Information Outlooh June 1997
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competitive advantage. Real money will
need to be spent to achieve this-it will not
be a small amount of money. However, it
will be well-spent. If our future work is anywhere as effective as it has been in the Market Research and Competitive Information
Program, the cost savings will be significant.
The WebLibrary will be the delivery vehide for the information and knowledge.
The expertise to carry out the work, to validate its continuing relevancy and content
options, will be criticd to its ultimate success. Ultimate success will mean increased
credibility with the technical community
and improved knowledge transfer and application as a result of our work.
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Knowledge management is expensive.
Knowledge management means improving knowledge work processes.
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: ation of Web-casting technology, and the

:

news that the Web provides an
interactive delivery model that can become
an online community. The WebLibrary is
no exception. Although the interactive
possibilities of the WebLibrary are yet to
be developed, it has become a very popular
space on the Intranet. Our user-base and
our inclusion in other Web-based solutions
inside the corporation have increased by
leaps and bounds over the year. In our pilot, we had 4,000 users. Over the past
quarter, we had almost 900,000 user sessions-twice as many as in the previous
quarter.
Information access and retrieval technology is very dynamic. We focus on ensuring reliability and relevancy. Our work
is searchable, browseable, and can be
profiled via agent technology. Next steps
include team rooms, or forums, the evalu-

.

.

-

implementation and management of
knowledge-based indices. The beauty of
these technologies is they allow the content and value-added work to be leveraged, shared, and applied as needed,
within the context required by the enduser.

from maps than from models, more
from markets than from hierarchies.

There are two additional principles not
highlighted above that will keep us all busy
for a long, long time:
'

:. Knowledge access is only the beginniig.
.

Knowledge management never ends. 8

When asked to perform a patent search,
getting comprehensive information is
your responsibility. Without complete
search results, your organization or clients
could land in some hot water. So a t Dement
Information, we take our responsibility of
roviding you with access to worldwide
patent data seriously. We understand
you need valuable, user-friendly, complete information with unrivaled service and support.
This is why the Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI) is
the worlds premier patent database. DWPI provides you
with the global coverage you need, along with enhanced
titles and abstracts for more effective searching. DWPI
should be your first choice for uncovering comprehensive
patent research ...and for helping your organization or
clients stay out of hot water!

you could miss 75% of the world's patent information!
Patents are often the first and only source of published information on new technologies.
Every abstract contained in DWPI is written in
English, giving you easy access to patents that originate in foreign countries!

i
;

:

Give us a call a t 800-451-3551 to find out how Dement
and the Derwent World Patents Index can help you,
and to receive information on our FREE Online
Searching Training Seminars. Or, visit our Web
Site a t http:llwww.derwent.com to find out
more about Demen
range of information solutions.

:
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The Derwent World Patents Index contains over 8
:
million inventions ...6 million of which are internation- :
ally patented. If you only search U.S. patent databases, 1

DERWENT

Srtentrfk and Patant Ihformdt~an
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utting.Edge Technology Makes Learning Easy
According to the Special Libraries Association's 1996 Super Survey, SLA members
ranked distance learning formats, such as
computer-based instruction and videoconferencing, right behind attending continuing education programs in-person as the preferred
delivery format. In response, SLA's Professional Development Department has expanded its diimce learning by offering members
even more opportunities to participate in educational propramming from any location.
SLA is now offering members the opportunity to participate in high-quality multirnedia courses from their homes or offices. SLA
is partnering with Pace University's School of
Information Science and Information Systems
to offer three technology courses from September 8, 1997, through October 12, 1997.
"The Seven Keys to Highly Effective
Web Sites" introduces a number of key concepts that make some Web sites better than
others. Students will view over 100 carefully selected Web sites that are attractive,
provide valuable timely information, are
easy to find and use, are responsive, and
actively involve their visitors. Students will
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of
these sites, and learn how to apply some of
these lessons to their own sites.
If you are interested in learning about
the main aspects of Hypeflext Markup Language (I-ITML), you'll want to participate in
"Creating Your Own Homepage: Hypeflext
Markup Language Essentials." You'll learn
how to create a real HTML document, links
for several HTML documents, ordered and
unordered lists, hyperliiks, and HTML documents that include sounds and images.
If you have already taken an introductory HTML course, there is an "Advanced
HTML" program. This course will cover the
advanced features of HTML including the

use of tables on Web pages, special characters, and transparent and interlaced images.
Students will learn how to create Web pages
with forms, including transmitting and processing their data. Client-side image maps
will be explored and techniques and uses of
frames will be studied by participants with
a brief introduction to JAVA scripts.
What makes these courses unique is
their combination of delivery formats to address the needs of every type of student.

use a browser, familiarity with the World
Wide Web and basic Internet terminology,
and approximately two hours a week to dedicate to the course. For registration information, check our Web site at www.sla.org under "Educational and Career Opportunities"
or call the Professional Development Department at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 649.
SLA and Knight-Ridder Information, Inc.
will be partnering again for a fall distance
learning videoconference titled, "Giving Us-

S1R is nolJ offering members the opportunitq to
participate in high-quali t~ mu1timedia courses from
their homes or offices. SLA is partnering mith Pace
Universilq's School of Information Science and
Information St~stemsto offer three technologq courses
from September 8.1999. through October lit. 1997.
Each new module will be introduced by the
instructor through videotaped instruction.
Online instruction gives participants the
hands-on interactive training they need to
master the topics. In addition, textbook
readings supplemegt the understanding of
information provided on the Internet and
videotapes. Discussion groups alIow participants to raise questions or share ideas with
the instructor and fellow classmates. Finally,
hand& enhance learning with supplemental outlines and graphics. You select the
time and place that is most convenient for
you to participate. To take part, you must
have Internet connectivity with the ability to

For more information on "PrgJessional Development Outlook," or 10 conh'bure to the coiumn, please contact Director, P/oSsional Development Valerie TqZor at: 1-202-2344700, ext. 61~;J%x: 1-202-265-9317; e-mail: valen'e@sZa.org,

ers What They Really W e e d * to be held
on October 16, 1997, from 1:00 p.m. - 4:00
p.m. The program will focus on determining
what users really want, the differences between what users want versus what they
need, and providing services to users in an
increasingly virtual world. The broadcast
will take place between 1:30 p.m. - 3:00
p.m., with "wrap-around sessions" before
and after the broadcast. The event will be
hosted by SLA and Knight-Ridder in the following cities: Washington DC, Philadelphia,
New York, Boston, Chicago, Toronto, Dallas,
San Francisco, and Los Angeles. You can
add your city by registering your own site if
you live in the U.S. or Canada. If a site is already being hosted by SLAfKnight-Ridderin
your city, special arrangements can be made
in order to bring the program into your
Continued on page 46
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corporate ltbrary rs no
longer an tsland. but an integral part
of your document management sys-

I

assets. The questton is, how do you
deliver all your business-criticaldocuments to users in a form they can
understand, and you can manage?
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Library smarts: While BASIS
manages business-critical documents,
TECHLIB manages traditional
library cataloging, circulation, acquisitions and serials control functions.
scalab,)ity: Whether you measure
your coilections in gigabytes or terabytes, it's reassuring to know that the
BASISKECHLIB combination has
never encountered a database management challenge it couldn't handle.

You're looking at the answer.
TECHLlB is the integrated library system of choice for over 250 of the
world's most prestigious research
organizations. Consider what it delivers:

Web smarts: TECHLIB uses the
BASIS Intranet solution. No other technology delivers so many industriaistrength document management and
security features to reliable Intranet distribution.

----

I

j
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Immediate Results: TECHLIB
is an out.of-the-box application
which can start organizingyour collectionimmediately.~t the same time,
it is highly configurable to your specific requirements.
Flexibility:TECHLIB operatesin
t,,
standard L J J environments
and on ~ i ~VMS,
i ~ ~ l
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ygix free
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facility for staff development. To register
for the program or to host a site, check our
Web site at www.sla.org under "EducationaI
and Career Opportunities" or call the Professional Development Department at I202-234-4700, ext. 649.
Our last distance learning videoconference, which aired on March 20, 1997, titled
"The Future For Librarians: positioning
Yourself For Success," reached approximately 4,000 librarians--our largest audience ever. The videoconference,jointly sponsored by SLA, the American Association of
Law Libraries, the Medicid Library Association, and LEXIS-NEXIS, was a site registrameans that rather than
tion event only.
rent sites in select cities, each association's
chapters and/or members hosted their own
sites. Some sites used the program as a
fundraiser for their chapters, whiie others
brought the program into their facilities for
members hosted 55
staff development.
sites with a combined total of 155 for all
three associations. This program featured
panelists discussing the new roles that librarians will be taking in the changing infor-
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and attitudes needed to assume these roles;
and how today's librarians can maximize
their influence in the 2lst century.
The SLA distance learning program has
grown dramatically during the last two
years. Our f ~ s videoconference
t
aired in
September 1995, with "Issues Concerning
Electronic Copyright." This program feabred a pane1 of leading experts examining
and discussing issues the electronic environment raises, and the impact new copyright restrictions will have on corporate and
other librarians. There were downlink sites
in seven cities with 120 librarians attending. In April 1996, SLA featured our second videoconference, "Getting What You
Want: Developing a Marketing Strategy."
This program focused on how to market the
Iibraryfinformation center and how to use
different technologies to one's advantage.
This event was hosted in seven cities with
80 people in attendance. In October 1996,
over 500 librarians took part in the "Getting
Out of the Box: The Knowledge Management Opportunity" videoconference which
was available in 15 cities throughout the
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U.S. and Canada. This program delivered
insights and practical tips on the emerging
knowledge management phenomenon, its
strategic importance, and how librarians
can position themselves to play a key role.
If you missed any of these distance
learning programs, you can still order videotapes of the programs in either VHS or
PAL format. Contact the Publications Department at 1-202-234-4700, ext. 643.
SLA is striving to meet the needs of all of
its members. The distance learning format
allows us to offer high-quality educational
programs to cities that normally do not have
the opportunity to participate. Currently, our
new multimedia courses can accommodate
members from alI over the world-not just
the U.S. and Canada. Feedback from members who have participated in these distance
learning programs has been excellent. We
encourage you to find out how you can take
advantage of these educational oppomnities. For more information on any of the
above distance learning programs, check out
the SLA Web site at www.sla.org, under
"Educational and Career Opportunities," or
call 1-202-234-4700, ext. 649.
8

Do you. Ernow what your Cob9 mmpensation package is wo~Th? hcreasin@ytn3my
employers are compensating their employees Mth a corrbination of s d q armd mncash benefits-benefits that are often worth
30% of
shy compensation.
When assessing your totid benefits package, it is nmssxy & include & a s w s of
ymr compensation. This is bemse a cornpmy that has an average day for its &
dustrj and peer group can have superior
short- and long-term incentives m d viceversa. There are Eve bask components to a
ampemation package. These xe: direct
campensation (base dary); short- and
bng-term kcentives; h&h and adfitre
benefits; deferred com~emation;and employee friige benefits.
Tibe overall trend irr the 1990s has been
to move away from the traditional mo'loz of
base s d q zs being &e most sififcznt
po&ion of total ann;3ensation to hmtive
pay* Cor~eqxently~
employers are moving
away kom soIe1y rasiag taadigond straight
salary mmpensaTion with r&ar f&&
szmctand ~~ increases toward u s i g
more creative ways of compensating employees Chroargln me& and bows $creases.
Further*while traditions, direct mmpensation (sas3 plus bonus), is still the 2zges-t
wmponent of total conrpemkion, each yea
employee benefits represent an iEncpming
percentage of total csmpnsation. One amaon eqlmtion for the gow-tff of employee
benefits I?as been the inaeasiag m rzks
faced $typical workers. Xle tax-free stttii
of employee benests makes them &active
% most employees.
The f99Cs have been the decade of expanding benefit options, Zieit often coupled wftfr decreased company f d i n g for
those options. Thi wiE hit mast employ-

ees hard became, 5 addition & other coswatting measures that corporztions innple~ent to
save money-sac& as
d o m s k i g , restmmring, arid c ~ t t h goperational expenses- any
c o n ~ a d e sdecrease their
e m w e e benefk costs
by reducing fundkg for
some bezefits and elminathg other benefits
entirely.
According to data rei e d by the W o r Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics
@IS), bene6ts costs paid by private
hd~stqd employers acmmted for 28.4% of
mmpensa8cn
costs for che y e a engig Mrch 1996. The
flgxes are from B E ' am& report showkg. dollar amounts of wage and benefb
mE&d as gart of the Empbyment Cost Index (ECIj dafa series. Legdy required bene&s, such as socS security, wcrks' a m pensation, and unemployment insurance,
averaged 8.5% of @&al compensatkm costs
nearly three-tenth of all benest casts.
Other h p o m t benefit categories include
Ir~~rance,
paid 4ave, retirement a d savhgs and sappleaenti4 pay, which includes
premium pay for ove&e, shift pay? nonprdarction bonuses, and Ir~mp-smpaymen& provided in lieu of wage increases.
Employee benefirs are clearly the second
largest component of total mmpensatim.
Sice benefits mrrendy average nearly XI%
of total conpensation, it is c.@d for employees tc consider no~cashbenefits h xder to assess their total ampensation.

Ecmo,mists have developed the m n c q of
"cash-equivdent value" to ~ & u r ethe vdare of noncash benefits to m employee. Tfre
case-eqrrisrale~tvdue approach is faidly
Sraightforw~d~
asking, *Wht is the mbimum amount sf additiond cash wmpensation aa employee would m u t @ become
just as we8 off as if he or she received tize
benefits?*
One masure of employee v&e fcs
which there is sufficient research &a& for a
mezr&gful dismssloa is valmtion of ROEa s h benefits by e111.pIoyercost. P&s information is reat%@avaiiabk tkmgh the Burem of Labor Statistics EmpIopent &st
Index (EQ). Rowevert there are mme pitfa3is to wat& out for when ushg 6i?e ECT:
Beczase the non~sfrbenest is not subjec to perm& kmme taxes, employer
mst w% overstate t3e ash-equivalent
v&ue of the benefit. %2t is, assumkg
the employee is subject to a 28% +a
rate, it wjli require $1.28 in cash wages
to equal the value of $1 in nonwh
benefits.

The
The association is currently in fullswing with budget planning for the fiscal
year 1998. SLA's budgeting process is quite
complex and actually began last winter
when staff developed program philosophies
and financial assumptions for the Board of
Directors to review at the 1997 Winter
Meeting. Ongoing input from the leadership and membehhip via strategic plans,
surveys, board actions, and unit reports
lead to the development of the 1998 Association Program Plan.
The plan, which details the activities of
each program within the association, is developed by staff each spring and submitted
to the Board of Directors for approval in
June. Once the plan is approved, the annual budget is developed by staff in July and
August. At this time, requests for funding
are also solicited fiom the association units
(chapters, divisions, caucuses, and committees) with a budget request form sent July
1st to the presidents, chairs, and treasurers
of each unit. The units then have the

:

I
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to their work forces as a whole, rather
than tailoring them to the preferences
of individual employees. This is in part
because federal income tax laws restrict
employer deductions to those benefits
that are provided to employees on a
nondiscriminatory basis. The result of
employer provided benefits on such a
diverse scale is that, given the varied
ages and family status of a typical work
force, the portfolio of noncash benefits
provided may not be representative of
an individual worker's personal preferences, meaning the employee would
have less than the case equivalent value for them.
Given economies of scale, the employer's marginal cost tends to be significantly lower than the employee's market price for noncash benefits. As a
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:

opportunity to request funds in excess of
the annual dues allotment. Each request is
incorporated by staff into the draft budget
which is reviewed by the Finance Committee for conformance to association funding
guidelines.
The draft budget is submitted to the Finance Committee in September and reviewed for viability withii a certain economic framework. Recommendations are
made to the Board of Directors and the draft
budget is then submitted for final approval
in October. The budget is implemented by
staff throughout the next fiscal year and is
monitored continually through monthly financial statements, variance analysis, and
trend reports. Further, through the independent annual audit, the fulfillment of
budget objectives is examined and reviewed.
The annual budget is also utilized as a
long-term planning tool. Using the current
budget as a basis, staff and leaders are able
to identlfy.

result, the employee may not choose to
purchase the same quantity of benefits
as provided by the employer.
Nonetheless, use of the ECI can provide
a general benchmark for comparison purposes of your compensation package. At
this stage, you can now dculate your total
compensation package.
Calculating your compensation package
need not be a daunting task. Generally, a
good approach is to use a spreadsheet, or
even a worksheet on paper, that lists all of
the components of your compensation.
Then, check government and industry statistics for parameters on the relative proportion each contributes to the total compensation package. Common elements of a compensation package include annual wages
and salaries, social security contributions,
bonus/merit pay, health insurance, other
insurance such as life insurance, disability

trends through a five-year historid
analysis;
five-year financial projections based on
economic indicators and strategic objectives;
costs per member statistics based on
current levels of service.
As outlined above, the budgeting process
is quite comprehensive. Since the budget
process for any given year begins, at a minimum, one to five years prior to implementation, it is imperative that any prospective
budget item input be given ample time for
consideration for inclusion in the budget. 8
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by Donna Scheeder. Scheeder is acting
chi& Congressional Reference Division, Libray o f Congress. For more i$bmation on
"Mong Matters, " or to contribute to the
column, please contact Scheeder at: 1-202707-8939;faw: 1-202-707-1833; e-nail:
dscheeder@crs.10c.gov.

insurance, and accidental death and dismemberment coverage, paid leave, supplemental leave, deferred compensation, fringe
benefits, such as free parking, professional
memberships and subscriptions, and workers' compensation.
If you have difficulty in determining the
value of these or any other benefits provided by your employer, check with your employer's benefits administrator. He or she
may be able to assist you in determining a
market value for the benefits received or
advise yon of their cost to the employer.
Knowing your total compensation
package will put you in the driver's seat
when the time comes for your performance review. You not only want to ensure that you're receiving fair market
compensation for straight salary, but also
that your benefits are in line with indus%
try standards.

Barban Semencke
In 1996, The Freedom Forum Lnternational Division, in partnership with the Special Libraries Association, offered me the
opportunity to venture to Bucharest. Romania and Warsaw, Hungary. Working at Freedom Forum Libraries at the Center for Independent Journalism in Bucharest and the
Warsaw Journalism Center in Warsaw, my
assignment was to help The Freedom Forum librarians in these cities create and develop their World Wide Web search skills
and home pages. Simultaneously reaching
journalism students and working journalists was an added feature. The tour of duty
was two weeks, one in each of the cities.
The extraordinary contributions of The
Freedom Forum International Library Network to an emerging East European free
press are just beginning to be known. The
Freedom Forum librarians are bilingual and
provide excellent assistance to journalists,
students, and researchers on a walk-in, callin, or e-mail basis. Perhaps most importantly, all this is done without charge and without fanfare. It is noteworthy that the American concept of news librarians and media researchers working side-by-side with journalists as an investigative team is unknown
in East European newspapers. In time, this
will change. Active cooperation with our international news library colleagues offers
promise for expanding the image and the
role of news researchers.
Romania is just beginning to emerge
from catastrophic economic depravation resulting in sliding standards of living. The
Ceausescu regime, though overthrown in
December 1989, continues to burden the
entire country with crushing debt, poor
transportation, and a weak telecommunication infrastructure.
Armed with my laptop loaded with seven multimedia Internet and WWW instructional computer presentation programs in
Astound!, a special computer cable and
adapter designed for use in Romania and
Poland, additional disks with such unique
applications at me Ralegh News dt Obsemer
NeRD (News Research Directory), and back-

Barbara Semonche and Tiberiu Cazacioc, fibray director ef the Center for independent
JeuraaIism. pictured In Revolutionary Square in Bucharest, Ramanla.

up disks of all my programs and Web files, I
met The Freedom Forum librarian, 'IEberiu
Cazacioc, to begin my training programs.
Tiberiu has developed close ties with the
libraries and schools of journalism and library science in Romania, so we made visits
to Bucharest University, Central University,
and Hyperion University, a private university in Bucharest. I relied on my computerized
presentations, handouts and Tiberiu's wonderful translation skills. I consulted with
Tiberiu about which of my programs would
be best suited for particular audiences. Following my opening presentations were questions from the groups, then some hands-on
training experience. By the end of the week,
Tiberiu and I were sharing the instructional
program. It was "team-teaching" at its best.
The sessions would have been even more
successful if the live demonstrations on the
Web were not so slow, due to the lack of a
direct link to the Internet. I had to remind
myself that this was just the beginning.
More sophisticated technology and telecommunications are to come to Bucharest and
the whole of Romania.
Most of our sessions were for librarians

and journalism students in groups ranging
in size from six or seven to 15 or 16 students. Although no large screen projection
equipment was available, the groups were
still small enough to see what was projected.
Everyone was interested in the Internet.
Most had never seen a computer access the
Internet. Only a few had actually worked
with computer word processing programs.
An even smaller number had e-mail addresses and Web experience. Few Romanian universities offer Internet access, although some have servers. However, an increasing number of Romanian newspapers,
radio, W, and wire services are developing
Web sites.
Surprisingly, the phrase "news librarian" or "news researcher" is completely unknown among journalists, journalism educators, and library science faculty in Romania. (The term "special librarian" is a bit of
a mystery to them as well). That does not
mean that investigative reporting is not
done there, but when it is, it lacks the critical element of carefully balanced news research for accuracy and comprehensiveness. It may be a long time before news
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Hoag1IColrrgPhiiippinas
Margot Mliilliams
Hong Kong appeared like the Emerald City
after a long journey above the endless dark
ocean. As the jet descended precipitously
through an astounding glittering cluster of
skyscrapers and high rise flats, I felt like Dorothy whirling down to the center of the Land
of Oz. Toto, we're not in Kansas--or Washington, D.C.-anymore. As one of two 1996
recipients of The Freedom Forum/SLA international library fellowships for news librarians, I had prepared for my two-week journey
to Hong Kong and the Philippines by visiting
World Wide Web sites on the Internet and designing a training program for Asia-based
journalists and librarians to assist in building
their own home pages.
Yet even with my extensive planningBarbara $emonshe and Bsorhowdta {standing) sbseming an editor during a tour of the due both to a vocation in news research
and a lifelong interest in Asian studies-I
newly Iauncked Wanaw atewspapsq Zyck Two of Zycie3 reporterr ate in the fcxeground,
was not prepared for the thrill of dropping
librarians are part of Romania's news orga- that is not stopping the development of com- into a tornado's center. With just eight
nizations. Then again, it might happen fast- mercial, academic, and personal Web sites.
months to go before the .'handover" of
er with proper working models such as The
Shortly before I arrived in Warsaw, Maria Hong Kong back to the People's Republic of
Freedom Forum News Library,
conducted an informal telephone survey of China by the British at the time of my NoThe Freedom Forum News Library at the selected librarians in Poland asking about vember arrival, the people residing thereWarsaw Journalism Center, a training pro- their experiences with the Internet. She was citizens, expatriates, and members of the
gram for young student journalists, was the stunned to learn that few7 of them knew any- foreign press and business communitiesnext stop. Maria Roszkowska, the librarian thing about it. Undoubtedly, this response were faced with the certainty of imminent
there, had planned a busy training pro- will change before long. Similar to Bucharest, change and an uncertain future.
gram, but allowed me some time to see the concept of news librarianship is relatively
My ambitious plans for a training prosome of Warsaw's unforgettable sites.
undeveloped. Interestingly though, while i gram that would include a journalist's guidPoland is farther down the road to democ- visited the newly launched Warsaw newspa- ed tour of the internet, HTML instruction,
racy than most of its neighbors. However, per, Zycie, meeting its editors and reporters and Web page creation was matched by The
this does not mean that there was less need and admiring its high-tech, state of the art Freedom Forum Hong Kong staffs itineraty.
for the type of training I had come to provide. editing and graphics equipment, I discovered The week was filled with sessions around
Essentially, my training methods in War- that its "library" u7as still clipping, pasting, Hong Kong, including visits to journalism
saw were simiiar to what I had done in Bu- and filing articles manually. There was no classes at Hong Kong Baptist University
charest. The only significant difference was computer access at all. Apparently, the job is and the University of Hong Kong, the librarians and Metro news staff of the Chithat most of the students and instructors at seen as a "clerical type" position.
I will continue to offer my knowledge nese Ming Pao daily, the English-language
the center spoke English. Only one class of
students required the services of an inter- and skills to both the libraries in Bucharest South China Homing Post's online news
preter. (Fn-WWW is pronounced -VU-W- and Warsaw. Both centers made me feel crew, and the iocal branch of the Women in
W in Polish!) T@ically, I would meet with truly special and I came away with great re- Publishing Society. The extraordinary Foreign Correspondents' Club was another site
groups each morning and afternoon for spect for all those I met.
three hours each. I made a 30-40 minute
Would I go back to Bucharest and War- for classes and one-on-one tutorials.
Thanks to The Freedom Forum's John
presentation and then begar, to demonstrate saw? In a heartbeat.
Barbara Semonche b library director; Schidlovsky and Janet Cheung, wherever I
online, which was often a slow process.
Telecommunication services are making UNC-CH School of journalism and 1"dass set up my little Powerpoint and Netscape
progress in Poland, but there is still a long Communication at the University of North road show, all the computers, display
way to go--even for colleges and universi- Carolina-Chapel Hill. Semonche was equipment, and Internet connections
ties. However, while Poland does not yet named a Fellow oJSLA lastyear and is a worked, the audience was packed, and
have the telecommunications infrastructure pmt chairman ofthe News Division. Her e- translation between Cantonese and English
to accommodate high-speed digital l i e s , mail address is semonch@gibbs,oit,unc.edu. was provided when necessary. Many of the
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Margot Williams emducts a Web site development training eourse at The Asian Center of the
Freedom Forum,

attendees had connections to the Internet
and all had an interest in making better use
of the technology in their newsrooms or for
freelance opportunities.
Between classes, I was able to get in
several shopping adventures (including the
Jade Market), ferry rides through a harbor
filled with container ships and sampans,
sightseeing on Victoria Peak, and a visit to
fie Washington Post's bureau. I also took
advantage of the opportunity to sample
some of the most delicious cuisine in the
world. The noisy, crowded, and bustling
street scene reminded me most of my own
home town, New York City.
Best of a!l was the opportunity to learn
about Hong Kong from many of the 200 or
so people I met through the program. In
each conversation, when the topic of the
imminent handover was inevitably raised,
Hong Kong residents expressed a positive
spin. But among the local news folks and
foreign press, a sense of wariness emerged.
Coverage of news about the mainland and
criticism of the new government's changes
is already "self-censored" and the future of
a free and open iocal press is in doubt.
An alternate vision of the Hong Kong
success story is seen on Sunday afternoons
in the Philippines when the downtown
streets are thronged with Filipina domestic
workers enjoying their day off together. My
flight to Manila was filled with workers returning for Christmas to the families left behind and to the uncertainty of continued
employment in Hong Kong after the Chinese government takes over.

:

:

Manila is also a vital and crowded metropolis (the traffic is insane!), but it's less
developed technologically. The phones don't
always work. Fortunately, they worked fme
during all the classes held at the Philippine
Press Institute, where The Freedom Forum
has opened one of the few news libraries on
the island nation. Joselyn Pattaguan is the
accomplished special librarian who manages the library, maintains its print and digital
collections, and trains press institute members and journalism students in the use of
online resources there.
Ermin Garcia, the Philippine Press Institute's director, arranged for me to provide
an Internet training workshop for journalists nominated by Institute member news-

participants because 1 suspect I learned
more than I taught. My online journeys to
Asia cannot compare to the "Real World"
"Face To Face" experiences. It seems that
the more time I spend in the glow of a computer screen, the more I appreciate personal
contacts and real adventures.
As Kathleen Flynn noted in her report
on the 1995 Freedom Forum fellowship in
the Czech and Slovak republics, "Virtual reality can take you only so far." I second that
emotion.
8
Margot Williams is metro resource director at The Washiion Post and writes a
column on the Internet& The Post's Technology section. She is ako teaching a Spring
'97 course on Online Writl'ng, Reporh'q and
Research at George Washington University3
School @Media and Public AJmis. Her email address is williams@washpost.corn.

Margot Williams is joined by one of her classes at the Freedom Forum news Hibrary in
Manila, Philippines.
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Special Libraries Association

F R E PRISS. FREE SPEECH. F R I l SPIRIT

The Freedom Forum/Special Libraries Association
International Library Program 1997
The Freedom Forum and Special Libraries Association
are seeking applications from librarians for a two week
program providing opportunities for librarians to work
abroad in an international Freedom Forum Library. The
projects will be conducted in Europe, Asia and South
America.
There are three training opportunities in 1997.
The project will be to conduct a training program and
create appropriate training materials on the Internet
and its use in news research. One librarian will conduct
training in each of the following:
Hong Kong and Cambodia
Russia
Argentina
Applications for this program will be judged by a panel
of representatives from the Special Libraries Association and The Freedom Forum.

QUALIFICATIONS:
M.L.S. from an accredited school.
Proficiency with Internet as a research tool.
Interest in the news library environment.
Current member of Special Libraries
Association.
TO APPLY:
In addition to completing the application form, you
must supply the following information:
1. An essay outlining the training program you would
develop, the training methods and materials you
would use, the training activities you would organize
and why you are uniquely qualified to execute this
project.
2. Three references or letters of recommendation.
You may also include a current resume (optional and
not in lieu of completed application form).
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: DEADLINE:

:

Your application must be postmarked by August 31,
1997 to qualifjr for the 1997 program. All materials, including recommendation letters and essay should be
submitted by the deadline.
Send the completed application to:
Phyllis Lyons
DirectorlLibrary Services
The Freedom Forum
1101 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209
Phone: 7031284-2862
Fax: 7031528-3520
E-Mail: plyons@freedomforum.org

EXPENSES:
The Freedom Forum will arrange and fund airfare,
lodging, per diem for meals, shipping of materials, and
a $1000 stipend for the successful candidate(s).
NOTIFICATION:
The successful candidate will be notified in writing by
September 19, 1997.
Upon completion, the candidate is required to submit a
report to the DirectorlLibrary Services of The Freedom
Forum detailing the activities and results of the project.

THE FREEDOM FORUM/SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

Last Name:
FirstJMiddle Name:
Permanent Address (Where the Selection Committee can reach you) :
Address: City:
StateJProvince:
Country:
ZipJPostal Code:
Telephone (Where the Selection Committee can reach you):
EDUCATION
Undergraduate College:
Degree: Major:
Graduate College:
Degree: EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
Current Position:
Company:
Responsibilities:

Year Degree Granted:
Minor (if you had one) :
Year Degree Granted:

From:

To:

Previous Position:
Company: Responsibilities:

From:

To:

Previous Position:
Company:
Responsibilities:

From:

To:

Other Appropriate Experience:
Career Goals:

Applicant Signature:

Date:
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Posl Information Age Positioning for
Special Librarians: Is i(n9rwjedge
Management the Answcu?

ke ps%%Wo~neanenl
des
Bibiiath6caires sp4clalis4s apr& 1 % ~
de I'ifpf~rrraialierrr:La geslian des
csr~~afssaarces
est-eik Ba sollsstionl

by Stephen Abram

par Stephen Abram

Stephen Abram takes a few heretical positions that will challenge some of the sacred cows

sies, Abram revisits some of the language and
assumptions about the building blocks of inforas
mation, knowledge, and organizations, as
the process of knowledge creation and use, By illushating this "knoivledge 'Ontinuurn" Abram
hopes impact the future and positioning of special librarianship.

Stephen Abram tiene En punto de vista heretico
que desafiara a algunas de las vacas sagradas de la
profesion. Es el siguiente: 1) Los bibiiotecarios especiales no estin en el negocio de la informacion y 2)
10s bibliotecarios especiales no pueden inanejar el
conocimiento. Para entender como ha llegado a estas
drecommeni ir Gt arrive I croire ces hirisies, ~ b r a m herejias, Abram revisa el lenguaje y aigunas de las
reexamine certaines formulations et suppositions sur ies suposiciones sobre 10s elementos que componen la
composantes de l'information, des connaissances et des informacion, el conocimiento y las organizaciones,
organismes ainsi que le processus de la creation et de asi como el proceso de la creacion y el uso del conoi'emploi des connaissances. En iiiustrant ce (mmtiXuum cimiento. Detallando la "progresi6n de conocimiendes connaissances~,Abram espere avoir une profonde to," Abrams espera tener un impact0 en d futuro y
influence sur l'avenir et le positionnement des biblio- la posici6n de la profesion de bibliotecario especial.
thecakes speciaiises.
Stephen Abram adopte quelques points de w e here-

-

Building BiocRs fat b9w4swIedgc
Management at Digit& Equipment
Corperatio~r:The WebLibray

Cowposantss de lo geslion des
csnnaissanses dans !a soeikti Digital
Equipment : ki Web&i&aay

by Mary Lee Kennedy

par Mary Lee Kennedy

In 1996, the Digital Equipment Corporation's
Corporate Library Group (CLG) piloted a Webbased information solution on Digital's Intranet:
The WebLibrary. The value proposition? Provide

cons5tent, reliable, auth0nPatzi.e external content,
and content qertkeJor @ective deckion making
and timeb tramference and application of knowleQe--anytime, anywhere. The pilot focused on
proving that the Web and Web-technology could
be an effective information delivery vehicle. The
pilot was targeted at 1,500 key library users in the
technical and business community within Digital
Equipment Corporation. Withii less than four
months, we had more than 4,000 desktop users
clamoring for more. Mary Lee Kennedy explains.

by ~ a rCoreoran
i
and Rebecca Jones

Attend any conference or event where information professionals are gathered these days and
the discussion will turn, sooner or later, to the issue of new roles for the profession. One of the
roles being discussed is that of "chief knowledge
officer" or "knowledge executive." This role is
viewed by many in our profession as a logical,
and perhaps deserved, fit for librarians.
A few years ago when "chief information officer" positions were being carved out, many Iibrarians were aghast when these roles were filled
with candidates from the systems environment
rather than from the library profession. Will-or
we should say-is this pattern being repeated
with the emerging knowledge executive roles?
will information professionals f i these positions? Mary Corcoran and Rebecca Jones share
their views.
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En 1996: ie Groupe de ia biSlioth8que d'entreprise de
la societi Digkal Equipment a mis a I'essai sur YIntranet
de Digital une solucion au probkne de l'acces a
l'information basee sur le Web: la WebLibray (bibliotheque du N7eb).Quelle est sa valeur? Seion ia proposition,foumir un conrenu exreme cohePenf,Jiable ef qui
fair autorite; ainsi que 1'expehe du contenu, ce qui per-

En 1966, el Gmpo de Bibliotecas Corporativas
(CLG) de la Corporaaon DDigital Equipment probo una
solution de informaci6n con base en !a Red Digital
Mundial: La Biblioteca de la Red Digital Mundial.
LCual h e el valor de la proposicion? Proporcinar un
contenido extemo coherente, JTdedzipnoy con autoiY-

dad asi' coma la eqeriencia de contenido para la
toma de decisiones efectivaaji la transferenciay aplicacidn del conocimiento oportuno-en cualquier momento, en cualquier lugs La pmeba enfoco en
probar que la Red Digital Mundial y la tecnologia de

mema de prendre des didiots @caces et de procider
au tramfat et a I'application des connaissancesen temps
voulu - n'importe quand, n'importe ozi. Le point de ce
projet pilote etait de prouver que 1e Web et la tecliiologie
du Web penvent Etre un v6hicu':e eEcace pour la livraison
de I'infomation. Le projet pilote a cibie 1,500 utilisateurs
ciks de la bibliotheque dans les domaines technique et
commercial au sein de !a societe Digital Equipment. En
moins de qnatre mois, nous avions plus de 4 000 utilisateurs d'ordinateurs de bureau qui en rkciamaient davantage. Mary Lee Kennedy explique.

Direcfearr ginkraux chiif@ dgis
connaiissance~?Perceptions,
embQcheset possibilitk

la Red Digital Mmdiai puede ser un vehiculo efectivo
para la entrega de informacion. La prueba se dirigio a
!,500 usuarios clave de bibliotecas en la comunidad
tecnica y comercial dentro de la Corporacidn Digital
Equipment. En menos de matro meses, 'mvimos mas
de 4.000 usuarios de computadoras pidiendo inas
servicios. Mary Lee Kennedy se 10 explica.

:

kOf@aess rJringipaies&
Ca~ssePmiento?Pezepciofpes.,
Rampas y Posdbllidades

par Mary Cottoran et Rebecca Jones

por Mary Coreoran y Rebecca Jones

Prenez part de nos jours a n'importe quel congr&s
ou evhement ou sont rkunis les professionneis di
l'inforination, et la discussion portera tdt ou tard sur la
question des nonveaux r6les ouverts a la profession.
L'un des r6les mentionnes est celui de adirecteur general
charge des connaissancesn ou cadre responsable des
connaissancesr. Ce :61e est considirk par de nombreux
membres de notre profession cornme logique et, ce qui .
est peut-&tre merite, bien a d a p ~aux Sibliothkcaires.
Lorsqu'il y a quelqnes annees, les postes de diiecteur
genCral charge des connaissancesa ont kt6 dvisCs, de
nombreux bibliothecaires ont it6 horrifies de voir ces .
r6les allouks a m cancidats issus des systemes informatiques plntdt qn'aux membres de la profession de bibliothicaire. Est-ce que ce modele sera - ou devrions-nous
dire est - repro&dit,&ant donne Yemergence des r6les des cadres responsables des connaissances? Est-ce que
les professionnels de I'information occuperont ces
Pastes? Mary COmran et Rebecca Jones Partagent h r s
points de we.

Si usted askte a cJaiquier conferencia evento
los profesionales de ~ ~ o r m a c i oenn
donde se
estos dias, tdetemprano la dismsion trawa con
los asunto§relacionadosa los nuevos papeles que
drg jugs la profesi6n, uno de los papeles en discJsibn es el de woficial prir,cipal de conocimientofi
en
de cteje,tivo de conocimiento.n M~~.~~
ja profesion ven este papel coino una a&ptacibn
vez merecida, para los bibliotecarios. H~~
p&os anos, cuando se
las posiciones de uofi.
prhcipal de hformaci,jn~ muchos bibliotecarios
estaban espantados mando se mbrieron estas posiciones con candidatos del ambiente de sistemas en
vez de la profesibn de bib]iotecario, L ~ s t epaa,jn
sera+ tal vez deberiamos decir es9reperido en los
papeles emergentes de ejemtivo de conocimiento?
iLos que cubrirgn estas posiciones
ios profesionales de hformacion? Mary Corcoran ~~b~~
Jones compa%n sa punto de vista con nosotros. 8

crearon
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infonnation cultures are to be
discussed. For more information, contact the Japan Information Access Project at: 1-202822-6040; fax: 1-202-8226044; e-mail: access@nmjc.org.

Infonortics Ltd. announces a
new two-day conference on interactive databases and enhanced agents. The conference
will be held in Bath, England
July7-8, For more information,
contact lnfonortics at: 44 1666 Hispanic Ubraty
505 772. fax: 44 1666 505 774; Education !n$ttti?te
e-mail: idea9infonort1cs.com. "Hispanic Leadership in LibrarVisit their home page at iesnwill be the focus of the third
ww.infonortics.com.
h'ational Institute for Hispanic
Library Education, which will be
N UA ~ r d
held August 8-10 in New BrunThe deadline for application to wick, NJ. Topics that win be adThe Medical Library -4ssocia- drc~sed include using political
tion's Hospital Libraries Sec- power. positioning your library,
tion/MLA Professional Develop- and assessing and improving
ment Award is July 15. The one's own leadership. For more
award provides librarians with information, contact Karen
fmancial support for education- Novick at I -908-932-7 109;
a1 or research activities and fax: 1-908-932-9314; e-mail:
award winners receive a cash pds@scils.rutgers.edu.
award of $800. Application
forms are available on the Hos- Photographs Sembf
pita1 Libraries Section Web site "Preserving Photographs in a
at: www.njc.orglhls/hls.html, or Digital World" vl4I be held Auby contacting Beth Ruddy. Re- gust 16-21 in Rochester. NY
search and Professional Recog- Expert and new photographic
nition Coordinator, Medical Li- collection managers will gain an
brary Association, Suite 300, understanding of how to irnSix Michigan Avenue, Chicago, prove the way they care for their
IL 60602-4805.
collections as weil as how to
make them accessible in the traConferem! 0n
ditional and digital world. For
Japanese fnfoffnam more information or a brochure,
in Sd-,
Technofogy caU 1-800-724-2536, exr. 327.

& Q4wMm!

The Fifth International Conference on Japanese Information in
Science, Technotogy and Cornmerce will be held July 30-August 1 in Washington, DC. Infarmatian sources, information
technologies, techniques for infma&ion success, government
policies, artd comparative

1 s -Research Grant
The Board of DireCtor~of Documentation Abstracts, Inc. annmtnces it will award an fnforma& Science Abstrm ks&
Grant of $1,500 in 1997.
The grant is awarded to one or
more information professionals
to eonduct zt research project

oriented toward the study of the
primary or secondary literature
of information science. Applicants must send a completed
application package by August 31 outlining the scope
and nature of the proposed
project, providing evidence of
an established methodology
and a viable research design.
For more information, contact
jridith Wdtson at: 1-614-4473662; fax: 1-614-46 1-7158;
e-mail: jwatson@cas.org.

Middle b n a g a M l t
htifufe

0

",4nalytical Tools," a
unit of SLA's Middle
Wdnagement Institute, will be
held Sepamber 25-26 in
Washington, DC. For more information contact Valerie Taylor
at: 1-202-234-4700, ext. 617;
fax: 1-202-265-9317; e-mail:
valerie@sla.org.

be held in Milwaukee, WI, October 1-3. The theme of the conference is "Beacon to the 2lst Century." For more infonnation,
please contact Mary Jo Hansen,
Great Lakes Regional Conference
IV,PO.Box 1403, Brookfield, WI
53008-1403; e-mail: mjh@
execpc.com; or visit their Web
page at w.uwp.edu/glrc.

&XI h n u d
Conference and
workshop
The Association for Global Strategic Information (AGSI) will
hold their 1997 annual conference and workshop, "From Data
to Intelligence,* November 1719 in The Hague, The Netherlands. For more information,
contact AGSI, c/o Infonortics
Ltd., 15 Market Place, Tetbnry,
Glos. GL8 8DD England; tel:
+34 1666 505 772: fax: +44
1666 505 774.

W S L '97
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North Atlantic Health Sciences
Libraries annual conference will
be held September 27-30 in
Burlington, CT. The theme is
"Trail Guide to the Health Information Environment." For more
information, visit their Web site
at
htrp://vtmedner.org/dana/
nahsl/nahsl.htm, or e-mail NAH
St97@th~lne.uvm.edu.

The 41st annual Military Librarians Workshop udl be held
November 18-20, in Dayton,
OH. There will he workshops on
benchmarking. federal benefits,
and technical report publication.
For more information, contact
Carolyn Ray at: 1-937-2557454; e-mail: raycj@b045mail.
upC&.af.mil; or Gail Hodge at:
1 - 9 3 7 - 6 5 6 - 0 9 8 2 ; e-mail:
hodgegC&vpgatel .wpafb.af.mil.
---.-

S f i n@Ud
Confetern~
The Great Lakes Regionai Conference IV, h w d
by the W m n Clzaprer of the
S@
Libraries Association, will

--

.

.
-

..

--

Ti anaibutte to "GmhgEvm,"

pleare fomvmd yaur m@nrann m m m w As$tan& W o r
Smm lVr&ftt at 1-202-23447W,at,693;fat? 1-202-2659317;e-maiEsmm&%Za.org.

-
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equivalent work experience.
Strong contract negotiation
skills with telecom research
vendors and experience in
supporting users with electronic library services is required. Also required are matrix team management skills.
Our ideal candidate must also
possess leadership experience
in library associations (Conference Board, SLA, others), a
Masters Degree in Business
Administration, and industry
research and competitive analysis experience. Sprint offers a
challenging work environment
with an excellent salary and

technology to meet changing
user needs, assist in training
and supervising Grainger Library graduate assistants, and
participate in special projects
connected with Grainger's rnission to explore emerging information technologies. Qualifications: Reauired: M.L.S. Five
years professional experience
in an academic science or engineering library. Expertise in
World Wide Web and online
searching. Research and scholarship record to just@ a tenured appointment. Salary &
Rank: Minimum salary of
$41,000 for appointment as

The CongressionalR e m h Ssrvicc (CRS) invites applications for the podtion of
Astrsfmt Chief Library &ices Division. CRS is the deparhnent of the Libroy of
Congress that prwdes objective, non-partisan poticy analysis, research and
infoto Congress. The individual selected fw this position wilf &re with
the Chief responsibiti~yfor the oveml functioning and administmtion of the division, including planning, direcfing, and executing the dhsion's informofion and
researchsupport program.
Quol~fiidcandidates will possess a minimum of one year of specialized experience at the GS-15 kvel in the Federal Service or at o campamble level of difficulty outside the fedeml Sewice whkh demonstrates o minimum levd d p d i c~encyin the ability to assist in inonaging and &reding t
b division opemtions
and work a divene sbff a d a knowledge of libraly and infomatiin reseorch
services including refwence, bibliographic:control, and research wblishing and
pmducr d i r t n w n .
Applicants must obbin a copy of Voconcy Announcement X970070 to apply for
this position. The vacancy announcement lists the knowledge, &i!!s, and abilities
(KSAr)that must be &dressed. For a copy of thir vacancy announcement and
an ~nppliitionform, please call the Libmry of Congress Employment Office at
(202) 707-4315 or (202) 707-5627. One can also obfoin copies by visiting the
Library of Congress Employment Office in Room LM-107, 101 Independence
Avewe, SE, Washington, DC, Mm.-Fri., 8:30 am430 pm, Applications must
be received by June 30, 1997.

TfE LIBRARY OF

ONGRESS

The i h r y of Congress ia an EEOJME w e r .
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ONLY ONE BOOKMARK
Introducing DIALOGBWeb at http://dialog.krinfo.com/
The Web is information. Period. And no other
Web site delivers as much information, as the
exciting new DIALOG Web.
In one powerful site you get everything you
need to stay on the cutting edge of your
business. All delivered with full HTML output.
And, our revolutionary new Database Directory
works like today's popular search engines,
letting you quickly browse through over 450
DIALOG databases...information-packed
databases ranging from business, news, and
government to gience, medicine, chemicals,
and almost everything in between.

You also get easy, context-sensitive links to
our Web Bluesheets with detailed descriptions
of DIALOG content. So take the best road to the
information you need. Click on DIALOG Web
today. You can also phone 800-334-2564
(or 415-254-8800), fax 415-254-8123, or e-mail us
at customer@krinfo.comfor more information.

KNIGHT-RIDDER INFORMATlON

INFORMATIO
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Oi997 Knight-Ridder Informotion, Inc. 2443 W El Camino Red, Mounrcih View CA 94040. Ail rigihts xsenied. DIALOG is a sewice mark of KnighrRiddei fnbrnohon, Inc. Registered U.S. Patect ond Trademark Office.

